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Relative Price Dispersion: Evidence and Theory†
By Greg Kaplan, Guido Menzio, Leena Rudanko, and Nicholas Trachter*
Relative price dispersion refers to persistent differences in the price
that different retailers set for one particular good relative to the
price they set for other goods. Relative price dispersion accounts
for 30 percent of the overall variance of prices at which the same
good is sold during the same week and in the same market. Relative
price dispersion can be rationalized as the consequence of a p ricing
strategy used by sellers to discriminate between high-valuation

buyers who need to make all of their purchases in one store, and
low-valuation buyers who are able to purchase different items in
different stores. (JEL D83, L11, L21, L81)

U

sing a large-scale dataset about the US retail market, we document that a large
fraction of the dispersion in the price of the same good, in the same geographical
area, and during the same week is caused by persistent differences in the price that
different retailers set for that good relative to the price they set for other goods. We
refer to this phenomenon as Relative Price Dispersion. We develop a theory of relative price dispersion in the context of a search-theoretic model of the retail m
 arket.
According to our theory, relative price dispersion is an equilibrium consequence of a
pricing strategy carried out by sellers to discriminate between high-valuation buyers
who need to make all of their purchases in one location and low-valuation buyers
who are able to purchase different items in different locations.
In the first part of the paper, we document the extent of relative price dispersion in the US retail market by using the Kilts-Nielsen Retail Scanner (KNRS)
dataset to measure price dispersion and decompose it into different sources. The
KNRS dataset contains weekly information on prices and quantities for 1.5 million
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goods— defined by their Universal Product Code (UPC)— at approximately 40,000
stores across 205 Designated Market Areas (DMA)—which are geographical areas
of roughly the same size as Metropolitan Statistical Areas.
We measure price dispersion as the variance of prices for the same good, in the
same area, and during the same week. We decompose price dispersion using a novel
approach that combines some methodological aspects borrowed from the empirical
literature on price dispersion (see, e.g., Sorensen 2000) with other aspects borrowed
from the empirical literature on wage inequality (see, e.g., Gottschalk and Moffitt
1994). Following Sorensen (2000), we break down the price of a particular good
at a particular store during a particular week into two parts: a store component
and a store-good component. The store component is defined as the average of the
(normalized) price of every good sold by the store during the week. The store-good
component is defined as the difference between the price and the store component
of the price. Following Gottschalk and Moffitt (1994), we consider a statistical
model of prices, in which both the store component and the store-good component
are described by the sum of a fixed effect, an AR process and an MA process. We
then estimate the model using the auto-covariance functions for both components
of prices. The estimated model allows us to carry out a detailed decomposition of
price dispersion.
We find that the variance of prices for the same good in the same geographical
area and during the same week is, on average, 2.34 percent (equivalent to a standard deviation of 15.3 percent). According to the statistical model, the variance of
the store component accounts for 15 percent of price dispersion, while the variance
of the store-good component accounts for the remaining 85 percent. That is, price
dispersion is mainly caused by dispersion in the price of a particular good r elative
to the price of other goods across different stores, and not by dispersion in the
average price of goods across different stores. According to the statistical model,
the variance of the store component of prices is almost entirely due to persistent
differences across stores. In contrast, two-thirds of the variance of the store-good
component of prices is due to transitory differences and one-third to persistent
differences. Thus, approximately 30 percent of price dispersion is caused by persistent differences in the relative price of the good relative to the price of other
goods across different stores. This component of price dispersion is what we call
relative price dispersion.
There are several theories that explain the existence of short-term differences
in the price of the same good across sellers that are, on average, equally expensive. For example, according to the theory of intertemporal price discrimination
(see, e.g., Conlisk, Gerstner, and Sobel 1984; Sobel 1984; Menzio and Trachter
2018), a seller finds it optimal to occasionally lower the price of a good in order to
effectively discriminate between two types of buyers: low-valuation buyers who
are flexible with respect to their shopping time and, hence, can take advantage
of temporary price reductions and high-valuation buyers who cannot shop flexibly and, thus, cannot take advantage of temporary sales. If different sellers time
their sales differently, there will be short-term differences in the price of the same
good across sellers that are, on average, equally expensive. According to the theory of inventory management (see, e.g., Aguirregabiria 1999), a seller finds it
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o ptimal to increase the price of a good when the inventories are low and to lower
it when the inventories are replenished. If different sellers restock at different
times, there will be short-term differences in the price of the good across equally
expensive stores.
In contrast, there are no theories designed to explain the existence of relative
price dispersion, i.e., long-term differences in the price of the same good across
sellers that are, on average, equally expensive. The second part of the paper
proposes a theory of relative price dispersion. The theory is cast in the context of a search-theoretic retail market in which buyers and sellers respectively
demand and supply multiple (2) goods. Sellers are homogeneous. Buyers are
heterogeneous with respect to their valuation for the goods and with respect to
their ability to purchase different goods from different sellers. In particular, one
type of buyer has a high valuation for the goods and needs to purchase all the
goods in the same location. The other type of buyer has a low valuation for the
goods and is able to purchase different goods at different locations. The first type
of buyer describes high-wage individuals, who have a relatively low valuation
for money—and, hence, value the goods relatively more—and a high valuation for
time—and, hence, are unwilling to visit multiple sellers to purchase the goods. We
refer to this type of buyer as busy, or type b . The second type of buyer describes
low-wage individuals. We refer to this type of buyer as cool, or type c . The retail
market is subject to search frictions as in Butters (1977) and Burdett and Judd
(1983). In particular, buyers have access to one r andomly selected seller with some
probability, and to multiple (2) sellers otherwise.
For some parameter values, the equilibrium of the retail market features relative
price dispersion, as well as dispersion in the average seller’s price. Relative price
dispersion is an immediate consequence of two properties of equilibrium: (i) some
sellers find it optimal to set different prices for the two goods; (ii) for every seller
setting a lower price for one good, there is another seller setting a lower price for
the other good. The first property of equilibrium is easy to understand. Suppose that
a seller sets the same price for both goods and that the common price for the two
goods lies in between the valuation of type-cand type-bbuyers. Clearly, the seller
only trades with buyers of type b. Now, suppose that the seller decides to lower the
price of the first good and increase the price of the second good so as to keep the
average price unchanged. At these new prices, the seller makes the same number
of sales to buyers of type b , as these buyers must purchase everything in the same
location and, hence, only care about the average price of the two goods. But, if the
price of the first good is low enough, the seller can also trade with buyers of type c  .
Therefore, by setting different prices for the two goods, the seller can increase its
profit. The second property of equilibrium is also easy to understand. If in equilibrium there are more sellers charging a relatively low price for one good than sellers
charging a relatively low price for the other good, some sellers could increase their
profits by switching the price tags of the two goods.
According to our theory, relative price dispersion is the equilibrium consequence of a strategy of price discrimination carried out by sellers. The fact that
buyers of type bhave a higher valuation for the goods than buyers of type c  gives
sellers a reason to price discriminate. The fact that buyers of type bmust purchase
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all the goods in one location and buyers of type c can purchase different goods in
different locations gives sellers an instrument to price discriminate. Indeed, sellers
can effectively price discriminate between the two types of buyers by setting asymmetric prices for the two goods. In doing so, sellers can simultaneously charge a
high price to the high-valuation buyers of type b who need to purchase both goods
in the same location and charge a low price (on one good) to the low-valuation
buyers of type cwho can purchase different goods in different locations.
We envision our model as a step toward building a comprehensive theory of
price dispersion in the retail market. A comprehensive theory of price dispersion
should explain why there is dispersion in the price of a particular good across
stores in the same market. It should also explain why price dispersion has different sources, i.e., differences in the store component, persistent differences in the
store-good component, and temporary differences in the store-good component of
prices. Our model falls short of this goal because it does not explain temporary
differences in the store component of prices. However, this could be remedied
by extending the model to incorporate the standard theory of temporary sales as
a mean of intertemporal price discrimination. A comprehensive theory of price
dispersion could then be estimated and its predictions about the shopping pattern
of buyers confronted with the data (see Kaplan et al. 2016 for a preliminary take
on this task). Once quantified and validated, the theory could be used to shed light
on issues in marketing (what pricing strategies should stores adopt?), in industrial
organization (welfare effect of regulations in the retail sector), and in macroeconomics (measuring correctly individual consumption as pointed out by Aguiar
and Hurst 2005, measuring correctly inequality as pointed out by Attanasio and
Pistaferri 2016, or understanding business cycles as pointed out by Kaplan and
Menzio 2016).
The first part of the paper is a contribution to the empirical literature on price
dispersion. Our paper is the first to use a large-scale dataset that covers multiple
products, each sold at multiple stores, and each observed over a long period of time.
These features of the dataset allow us to borrow some methodologies from labor
economics and carry out a large-scale decomposition of price dispersion into trans
itory and persistent differences in the store component of prices and transitory and
persistent differences in the store-good component of prices. The decomposition
reveals a previously undocumented phenomenon: a large fraction of price dispersion is caused by persistent differences in the price of a particular good relative to
the price of other goods across different stores.1 Most of the previous studies on
1
A predecessor of our paper is Kaplan and Menzio (2015), which breaks down the price of a particular
good in a particular transaction into three components: (i) a store component (defined as the store-level price),
(ii) a store-good component (defined as the average price of the good during a quarter relative to the storelevel price), and (iii) a transaction component (defined residually). They then break down price dispersion into
differences in the store component, differences in the store-good component, and differences in the transaction
component of prices. Their decomposition of price dispersion is, in spirit, similar to ours. The differences in the
transaction component of prices capture, somewhat imprecisely, transitory differences in the store-good component,
and differences in the store-good component capture persistent differences of the store-good component. The main
problem with the decomposition in Kaplan and Menzio (2015) is that, having a much smaller dataset, they end
up with very few observations for the price of a good in a store during a quarter. As a result, their estimates of the
permanent and transitory parts of the store-good component of the price are very noisy. A successor of our paper
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price dispersion have been focused on specific products: cars and anthracite coal in
Stigler (1961); 39 products in Pratt, Wise, and Zeckhauser (1979); several books
and CDs in Brynjolfsson and Smith (2000); 4 academic textbooks in Hong and
Shum (2006); gasoline in Lewis (2008); illegal drugs in Galenianos, Pacula, and
Persico (2012); mortgage brokerage services in Woodward and Hall (2012); and
many more. A few previous studies have used small-scale data covering multiple
products, each sold at multiple stores and each observed over time: car insurance
policies in Alberta in Dahlby and West (1986), prescription drugs in upstate New
York in Sorensen (2000), and four products in Israel in Lach (2002). In contrast
to ours, none of these papers has decomposed price dispersion into temporary and
persistent differences of store and store-good components, and hence, none of these
papers has documented relative price dispersion.
The second part of the paper is a contribution to search-based theories of price
dispersion. We consider a version of the canonical model of Burdett and Judd
(1983) in which buyers and sellers trade two goods rather than a single good, and
buyers are ex ante heterogeneous rather than homogeneous. In particular, buyers
are heterogeneous with respect to their valuation for the goods and their ability
to purchase different goods in different locations. We show that, for some para
meter values, the equilibrium features relative price dispersion because sellers set
asymmetric prices for the two goods in order to discriminate between high- and
low-valuation buyers. There are many search-theoretic models of price dispersion in
retail markets for a single good. In Butters (1977), Varian (1980), Burdett and Judd
(1983), and Stahl (1989), price dispersion emerges because some buyers are in contact with a single seller and others are in contact with multiple sellers. In Reinganum
(1979) and Albrecht and Axell (1984), price dispersion emerges because of heterogeneity among buyers or sellers. In Stiglitz (1987) and Menzio and Trachter (2015),
price dispersion emerges because sellers are large and, hence, have an impact on the
reservation price of buyers. There is a handful of models of price dispersion in retail
markets for multiple goods, such as McAfee (1995), Zhou (2014), Baughman and
Burdett (2016), Rhodes (2015), and Rhodes and Zhou (2015). McAfee (1995) and
Baughman and Burdett (2016) also admit equilibria featuring relative price dispersion. However, in these models, buyers are homogeneous, and hence, the source of
relative price dispersion in these models is not price discrimination as it is in our
model. The findings in Kaplan and Menzio (2015) about significant and systematic
differences in the number of stores visited and in the prices paid by different households suggests that buyers are, in fact, heterogeneous and, hence, sellers may want
to discriminate them.
A strand of the Industrial Organization literature focuses on explaining why some
sellers price some of their goods below cost, a phenomenon known as loss-leader.
The typical explanation (see, e.g., Lal and Matutes 1994) is cast in the context of
a Hotelling (1929) model and is based on the idea that, if buyers are only aware of
the price of a small subset of goods when deciding where to shop, the competition
between sellers takes place only over the price of these goods. In equilibrium, the
is Gorodnichenko, Sheremirov, and Talavera (forthcoming). The focus of their paper is on the properties of online
prices. Among other things, they find that relative price dispersion is an important contributor to price dispersion.
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prices of the goods that are observed by buyers can be driven below cost, while the
prices of the goods that are not observed by buyers remain stuck at their monopoly
level. This loss-leader theory implies that sellers set the price of different goods
asymmetrically. Yet, the theory does not explain why different sellers would have
different loss-leader goods and, hence, why there is relative price dispersion. Lal and
Matutes (1989) and Chen and Rey (2012) provide an alternative loss-leader theory,
which may lead to relative price dispersion. They consider the pricing s trategies of
duopolists facing buyers who, as in our model, differ with respect to their ability
to purchase different items in different locations. They show that sellers may price
goods asymmetrically and some equilibria feature relative price dispersion. While
the demand side in these models is similar to the demand side in our model, the
supply side and the nature of trading frictions are very different and, as a result,
so is the structure of equilibrium (e.g., in our model, prices are above cost, price
distributions are atomless, equilibrium features dispersion in the average price of
stores and in relative prices, etc).2
I. Evidence

In this section, we jointly analyze the dispersion of prices for the same good in
the same geographical area and over the same period of time. We use a detailed
dataset on prices that includes the time series of the price of a large number of goods
at a large number of stores. We use these data to estimate a rich stochastic process
for the average price level of a store and for the price of a good at a store relative
to the average price level of the store. We then use the estimated stochastic process
to decompose the variance of the price of the same good in the same period of time
and same geographical area. We find that a substantial fraction of the variance of the
price for the same good is caused by persistent differences in the price that different
stores set for that good relative to the price that they set for the other goods. We refer
to this phenomenon as relative price dispersion.
A. Framework and Estimation Strategy
Let pjstdenote the quantity-weighted average price of good jat store s in time
period t . In our application, a time period is one week, and a good is defined by its
UPC (barcode). We first decompose the log of each price pjst into three additively
separable components: a component that reflects the average price of the good in
period t  , μjt ; a component that reflects the expensiveness of the store selling the

2
It is also worth mentioning a marketing literature that frames the retailer’s pricing decision as a choice between
Every Day Low Pricing (EDLP) and Promotional Pricing (PROMO). EDLP is a strategy that involves always selling at “low” prices. PROMO is a strategy that involves deep, temporary sales on a subset of goods. Part of this literature (see, e.g., Bell and Lattin 1998) studies the preferences of different types of buyers for stores with different
pricing strategies. Another part of this literature (see, e.g., Ellickson and Misra 2008) studies the retailers’ choice
between these two pricing strategies. This literature does not offer an explanation of relative price dispersion. That
is, it does not answer the question “why do sellers that are, on average, equally expensive choose to set persistently
different prices for the same good?”
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Figure 1. Auto-correlation Function of Prices
Note: The figure plots the empirical auto-correlation functions of the store and store-good components, yˆ st and zˆ jst  ,
together with their counterparts from the fitted statistical model.

good, yst ; and a component that reflects factors that are unique to the combination of
 jst as
store and good, zjst  .3 Formally, we decompose the log of p
(1)	log pjs t  = μjt  + ys t  + zjst .
We model both the store component of the price, y
 st , and the store-good component of the price, z
 jst , as the sum of a fixed effect, a persistent part, and a transitory
part. This statistical model is motivated by the empirical shape of the a uto-correlation
functions of yst and zjst , which are illustrated in Figure 1. The auto-correlation functions of yst and zjstdisplay a sharp drop at short lags, followed by a smoothly declining profile that remains strictly positive even at very long lags. The initial drop in
the auto-correlation suggests the presence of a transitory component in both yst and
zjst . We model the transitory components as an MA(q) process, rather than an i.i.d.
process, to allow for the possibility that the transitory component may reflect temporary sales. Indeed, since sales may last longer than one week and since the timing
of sales may not correspond to the weekly reporting periods, they are better captured
by a process with some limited persistence than with a weekly i.i.d. process.4 The
smoothly declining portion of the auto-correlation function is consistent with the
presence of an AR(1) component. Finally, the fact that the auto-correlation function
remains positive even after 100 weeks suggests the presence of a fixed effect.

3
We work with the natural logarithm of quantity-weighted average prices. This reflects an assumption that
innovations to prices enter multiplicatively, which is convenient when jointly analyzing prices of many different
goods.
4
In Appendix A, we show that our findings are robust to alternative specifications for the process of the
transitory part of the store-good component of prices.
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Motivated by the above observations, we use the following statistical model for
yst and zjs t  :
yst   = y   Fs  + y  Pst  + y  Tst ,

zjs t  = z   Fjs  + z  Pjst + z  Tjst  ,

y   Pst  = ρy y  Ps, t−1+ η   ys, 
z  Pjst   = ρz z  Pjs, t−1+ η jzs, 
t  ,
t,
     
 
     
     
(2)	     
 
 
q
q
y   Tst     = ε   ys, t + ∑  θy, i ε  ys, t−i,

z   Tjst    = ε   zjs, t+ ∑  θz, i ε  zjs, t−i,

y   Fs    = α  ys  ,

     z   Fjs  
  = α  zjs ,

i=1

i=1

where y  Fs   and z  Fjs  denote the fixed effects of the store and the store-good components,
y  Pst  and z  Pjst denote the persistent parts of the store and the store-good c omponents,
and y  Tst  and z  Tjst  denote the transitory parts of the store and the store-good components. The parameters α  ys   and α  zjs are random variables with mean zero and variance σ  2α   y  and σ  2α  .
  z  The parameters ρy  and ρzare the auto-regressive parameters of
z
the AR(1) part of the store and store-good components, while η  sy, 
t  and η  js, 
t are the
innovations to the AR(1) part and are assumed to be random variables with mean 0
 y, i and θz, iare the coefficients of
and variance σ 
 2η  y  and σ  2η   z  . Finally, the parameters θ
the MA(q) part of the store and store-good components, while ε  ys, t and ε  zjs, t are the
innovations to the MA(q) part and are assumed to be normal random variables with
z  . All random variables are independent across
mean zero and variance σ  2ε  y  and σ  2ε   

goods, stores, and times. In our baseline model, we set q = 1  .
We estimate the parameters of the statistical model in (2) using prices p
 jst for a
large number of goods j = 1, …, J , at a large number of stores s = 1, …, S  , for
a long sequence of weeks t = 1, …, T , in a single geographic market m
 . Given
the large number of goods, stores, and time periods and the presence of unobserved
components in prices, estimating this model via maximum likelihood (or with
panel data instrumental variables regressions) is not feasible. Instead, we estimate
the model using a multistage generalized method of moments approach that is
analogous to techniques that are commonly used when estimating models of labor
earnings dynamics (see, e.g., Gottschalk and Moffitt 1994, Blundell and Preston
1998, Kaplan 2012).
The estimation procedure involves four steps.
STEP 1: We estimate the good-time mean, μ
 jt , as the average of the log price,
log pjst , across all stores sin the market of interest, i.e.,
S

1    ∑  log p  .
(3)	μˆ jt  =  _
jst
S s=1
We construct normalized prices as
(4)	p̃ jst  = log pjst  − μˆ jt  .
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STEP 2: We estimate the store component, yˆ s t , by taking sample means of the
normalized prices across all goods in store s   , i.e.,
njst

1
(5)	yˆ st  =  _
n    ∑  p̃ jst  ,
j s t j=1

where njstis the number of goods for which we have data for store sin period t  . In
some instances, njst  < Jbecause not every store-good combination will meet our
sample selection requirements in every week. We estimate the store-good component, zjst  , as
(6)	zˆ jst  = p̃ jst  − yˆ st  .
  and
The above process leads to a 
S × Tpanel of store components {
yˆ st}
a (J × S ) × Tpanel of store-good components {
 zˆ jst} (where there may be missing
data for some combinations of ( j, s, t )).
STEP 3: We construct the auto-covariance matrix of each of these panels up to
L lags.
STEP 4: We minimize the distance between the theoretical auto-covariance
matrices implied by the model and the empirical auto-covariance function from
step three. We use a diagonal weighting matrix that weights each moment by n  0.5
jst  .
However, the main results are not sensitive to using an identity weighting matrix
instead.

B. Kilts-Nielsen Retail Scanner Dataset
We estimate the statistical model in (2) using the KNRS dataset. The KNRS
d ataset contains store-level weekly sales and unit average price data at the UPC
level. The dataset covers the period 2006 to 2012. The full dataset contains weekly
price and quantity information for more than 1.5 million UPCs at around 40,000
stores in more than 2,500 counties across 205 DMAs. A DMA is a geographic area
defined by Nielsen that is roughly the same size as a metropolitan statistical area.
Since our estimation procedure requires computing a full auto-covariance matrix at
the store-good-week level, it is not feasible to estimate the model using anywhere
near the full set of UPCs. For example, in the Minneapolis-St. Paul DMA alone,
the full dataset would consist of more than 200 million observations of p
 jst per year.
Thus, in order to keep the size of the analysis manageable, we restrict attention to a
subset of the data.
We focus our analysis on a single DMA: Minneapolis-St. Paul. However, there
is nothing particular about Minneapolis-St. Paul. Indeed, in Appendix A, we
show that our findings are robust to the choice of different markets (i.e., different
DMAs) and to different definitions of markets (i.e., counties or states rather than
DMAs). For the Minneapolis-St. Paul DMA, we focus on the 1,000 UPCs with the
largest quantities of sales in the state of Minnesota during the first quarter of 2010.
Table B1 in Appendix B shows how these 1,000 products are distributed across
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the 10 departments defined by Nielsen. Table B2 in Appendix B shows how these
products are distributed across 50 of the 125 product groups defined by Nielsen.
Among these 1,000 products, the one with the most units sold belongs to the “Fresh
Eggs” product module (2.9 million units). The one with the fewest units sold belongs
to the “Liquid Cocktail Mixes” product module (50,000 units).5 Even after restricting attention to these 1,000 products, the dataset is extremely large. Over the seven
year period from 2006 to 2012, we have more than 40 million observations of prices
pjst . To ensure that our findings are not specific to this particular bundle of goods, in
Appendix A, we reestimate the model using a number of alternative sets of UPCs,
chosen in various ways.
Given our set of UPCs and our geographical area, we select stores, goods, and
weeks that satisfy two criteria:
(i)	For each store/week combination, we have quantity and price data for at
least N1of the UPCs in the given set. In our baseline estimation below,
 1  ∈ { 50, 500 }  .
we set N1  = 250 . In Appendix A, we report results for N
(ii)	For each good/week combination, we have quantity and price data for
N2  = 50  .
at least 
N2stores. In our baseline estimation below, we set 
In Appendix A, we report results for N
 2  ∈ { 25, 100 }.
These selection criteria ensure that we focus only on store/goods/weeks where we
have sufficient data to reliably estimate the good-time means and store-time means
in the first and second stages of the estimation procedure. In addition, to avoid the
influence of large outliers when computing the empirical auto-covariance function,
we drop observations of the store components and store-good components whose
absolute value is greater than one.
C. Estimation and Variance Decomposition
Table 1 presents the results of our benchmark estimation of the statistical model.
Figure 1 shows that the estimated statistical model fits very well with the empirical
auto-correlation function of both the store component of prices and of the storegood component of prices. Let us explain how the estimated model achieves such a
remarkable fit of the data. First, consider the store component of prices. The small
drop in the auto-correlation at a lag of 1 is captured by the model with a relatively
small standard deviation in the MA(1) part of the store component. The slow decay
in the auto-correlation at lags greater than 1 is captured by the model by having an
auto-regressive coefficient in the AR(1) part of the store component of 98.2 percent
per week. Finally, the auto-correlation remains extremely high even at very long
lags. Indeed, it is 80 percent even at a lag of 100 weeks. The model captures this
5
Nielsen divides the full set of UPCs in the product database into 10 “departments,” which are subdivided
into around 125 “product groups,” that are further subdivided into around 1,075 “product modules.” For example,
different sized bottles of Heinz Tomato Ketchup have distinct UPCs in the “Catsup” product module, which is 1 of
34 product modules in the “Condiments, Gravies and Sauces” product group, 1 of 38 product groups in the “Dry
Grocery” department.
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Table 1—Parameter Estimates

Store component

Store-good component

ρ  y

θy, 1

var ( α  y  )

var ( η   y  )

var ( ε  y  )

0.983

0

0.00279

2.46e-05

0.000117

ρ  z

θz, 1

var ( α  z  )

var ( η   z  )

var ( ε  z  )

0.965

0.0256

0.00327

0.000262

0.0127

Note: The model is estimated on a baseline sample of UPCs using data for the Minneapolis-St.
Paul designated market area.

feature of the data by having a standard deviation in the fixed effect of the store
component of prices of 5.3 percent.
Next, consider the store-good component of prices. The large drop in the
auto-correlation function at a lag of 1 is captured by the model with a relatively
high standard deviation of the MA(1) part of the store-good component of the
price. The slow decay in the auto-correlation at lags greater than 1 is captured
by the model with an auto-regressive coefficient in the AR(1) part of the storegood component of 96.5 percent per week. Finally, the auto-correlation remains
above 15 percent even at lags of about 2 years. The model captures this feature
of the data by having a standard deviation in the fixed effect of the store-good
component of prices of 5.5 percent. The model is only unable to capture the
spike in the auto-correlation at 52 weeks (which, presumably, reflects annual patterns in the pricing behavior of stores) and the high-frequency zigzagging of the
auto-correlation (which reflects patters in the behavior of sales that cannot be
captured by our statistical model).
Since the estimated model fits the auto-correlation functions very well, we are
comfortable using it to decompose the variance of the price at which the same good
is sold by different stores in the same week and in the same market. Table 2 contains
the results of the decomposition. We find that the overall variance of the price is
0.023, equivalent to a standard deviation of 15.3 percent. The variance of the store
component of the price accounts for only 15.5 percent of the overall v ariance, while
the variance of the store-good component of the price accounts for the remaining
84.5 percent. In words, only a small fraction of price dispersion is due to the fact
that the good is sold by stores that are, on average, more or less expensive. Most of
price dispersion is due to the fact that stores that are, on average, equally expensive
sell the same good at different prices. The result is consistent with earlier findings
in Sorensen (2000), Campbell and Eden (2014), and Kaplan and Menzio (2015).
The variation in the store component of the price could be due to persistent
or transitory differences in the store-level price. Similarly, the variation in the
store-good component of the price could be due to persistent or transitory differences across stores in the price of the good relative to the store-level price. The
statistical model (2) allows us to distinguish between these sources of variation.
Since the estimated auto-regressive coefficient in the AR(1) part of both the store
and the store-good component of the price is very high, we choose to define as
permanent differences those associated with the fixed effect and the AR(1). We
define as transitory differences those associated with the MA(1).
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Table 2—Dispersion in Prices: Persistent and Transitory
Variance
Store component
Transitory
Fixed plus persistent
Total store

0.000
0.004

Store-good component
Transitory
Fixed plus persistent
Total store-good

0.013
0.007

Total

Percent

0.004

3.2
96.8
100.0

0.020

64.1
35.9
100.0

0.023

Standard deviation

15.5

0.011
0.059
0.060

84.5

0.113
0.084
0.141

100.0

0.153

Notes: The left panel presents the cross-sectional variances of UPC prices, as well as the store
and store-good components separately. The middle panel presents the decomposition of this
variance into persistent and transitory components. The right panel presents the cross-sectional
standard deviations.

Given the above definitions, we find that 96.8 percent of the variance in the
store component of the price is due to persistent differences in the store-level
price, while only 3.2 percent is due to transitory differences. Furthermore, we
find that 35.9 percent of the variance in the store-good component is due to persistent d ifferences across stores in the price of the good relative to the store-level
price, while 64.1 percent is due to transitory differences. In words, nearly all of
the differences in the expensiveness of different stores are persistent. In contrast,
two-thirds of the differences across stores in the price of the good relative to the
store-level price are transitory and one-third are persistent. The decomposition of
the variance of the store and store-good component of the price into permanent and
transitory parts is novel to this paper. Kaplan and Menzio (2015) did attempt such
decomposition, but since they used a much smaller dataset, they were not able to
draw reliable conclusions.
Variance decompositions are a convenient tool for breaking down dispersion
into orthogonal elements. However, since variances are measured in squared
prices, the interpretation of the magnitude of the various elements is somewhat
hard to interpret. For this reason, the last column in Table 2 reports the standard
deviation of each of the elements in our decomposition. We find that the standard
deviation of the store component of the price is 6 percent. The standard deviation
of the transitory part of the store-good component of the price is 11.3 percent. And
the standard deviation of the persistent part of the store-good component of the
price is 8.4 percent.
Our decomposition clearly reveals that a sizeable fraction of the variance of
prices for the same good is caused by persistent differences in the price that diff
erent stores set for that good relative to the price they set for the other goods. This
feature of the data, which we believe is first documented here, is what we call relative price dispersion. Relative price dispersion implies that, among equally expensive stores, some stores charge systematically a high price on some goods and a low
price on other goods, while other stores do the opposite. Relative price dispersion
seems, at first blush, hard to explain. After all, why would similar stores choose
systematically different pricing strategies?
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Before proposing an explanation for relative price dispersion, we want to
reassure the reader that this feature of the data is very robust. In Appendix A,
we show that relative price dispersion is still there (and is still quantitatively
important) when we consider different inclusion criteria for the data, when we
look at different markets, when we define markets more or less broadly, and when
we model the transitory part of the store-good component of prices in a way that
more closely resembles the typical pattern of temporary sales.
We also want to rule out some simple explanations for relative price dispersion.
In Appendix A, we show that relative price dispersion does not seem to be caused by
managerial inattention (see, e.g., Ellison, Snyder, and Zhang 2015). Indeed, if similar
stores set systematically different prices for the same good because of inattention,
we would expect relative price dispersion to be only a feature of low-ticket items.
In contrast, we find that, when we restrict attention to a subsample of more expensive goods, relative price dispersion is still sizeable (albeit smaller than for less
expensive goods). We also show that relative price dispersion does not seem to be
caused by differences in wholesaler-retailer relationships. Indeed, if similar stores
charged systematically different prices for the same good because of better or worse
relationships with wholesalers, relative price dispersion should disappear once we
restrict attention to a subset of goods from a single wholesaler (as differences in
prices across stores should then be absorbed by the store component of the price).6
In contrast, when we restrict attention to products from Unilever, we find that
variance decomposes in a way that is very similar to Table 2. We reach the same
conclusions when we restrict attention to products from Coca-Cola. Finally,

we show that relative price dispersion is not related to shelf management issues.
We show that the variance decomposition is very similar for a subsample of goods
with short shelf life and for a subsample of goods with long shelf life.7
II. Theory

In this section, we develop a theory of relative price dispersion. In Section IIA,
we describe a model of the retail market, in which homogeneous sellers trade
multiple goods to heterogeneous buyers. In Section IIB, we characterize a particular
type of equilibrium. We show that, in this equilibrium, relative price dispersion
emerges as the consequence of a strategy used by retailers to discriminate between
high-valuation buyers who need to make all of their purchases in the same location
and low-valuation buyers who have the time to purchase different items in different
places. We then find necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of such an
equilibrium.

6
In principle, a wholesaler might charge different prices for different goods to different retailers. The a symmetric
pricing strategy of the wholesaler could result in relative price dispersion in the retail market. Garcia and Janssen
(2018) provides theoretical examples in which this pricing strategy is optimal. Unfortunately, we do not have
enough data to either rule out or validate their theory.
7
Daruich and Kozlowski (2017) carries out a decomposition of price dispersion similar to ours using retail
prices from Argentina. Among other things, they find that most of price dispersion is due to differences in prices
across chains of retailers rather than to differences in prices across stores of the same chain. This finding suggests
that perhaps one should interpret sellers in our model as chains rather than stores.
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A. Environment
We consider a retail market where buyers and sellers trade 2 products, which
we refer to as good 1 and good 2 . On one side of the market, there is a measure
sof homogeneous sellers, with s > 0 . Each seller can produce goods 1 and 2
at a constant marginal cost, which we normalize to 0. Each seller posts a pair of
핉  2+  ,  where p1 denotes the price of good 1 and p2 denotes the
prices ( p1   , p2   ) ∈ 
price of good 2 measured in units of money.8 Each seller chooses ( p1  , p2   )so as
to m
 aximize its profit, taking as given the cumulative distribution H
 ( p1   , p2   ) of
prices across all sellers. We find it useful to denote with F
 i  ( p)the cumulative distribution of prices for good i = {1, 2 }across sellers and with λi  ( p)the fraction
of sellers with a price pfor good i = {1, 2} . Similarly, we denote with G( q) the
cumulative distribution of basket prices q = 
p1   + p2 across sellers and with ν ( q )
the fraction of sellers with a basket price of q .
On the other side of the retail market, there is a measure one of heterogeneous
buyers. There are two types of buyers, which we denote as type bfor “busy”
and type cfor “cool.” The measure of buyers of type b is μb   , with μb   ∈ ( 0, 1)  .
A buyer of type b demands a single unit of good 1 and a single unit of good 2.
The type- bbuyer has valuation ub  > 0for good 1 and good 2 and has linear
utility for money. Thus, if he purchases goods 1 and 2 at the prices p
 1 and p2  ,
the type- bbuyer enjoys a utility of 2  ub  − p1  − p2 . If he purchases only good i at
 b  − pi . If he does not p urchase
the price pi  , the type- bbuyer enjoys a utility of u
any goods, he enjoys a utility of zero. The measure of buyers of type c is
μc  , with μc   = 1 − μb  . A buyer of type cdemands a single unit of good 1 and a
single unit of good 2 . A type-cbuyer has valuation u
 cfor good 1 and good 2 and
ub  .
has linear utility for money, with u
 c  > 0 and uc   < 
Trade in the retail market is frictional, in the sense that a buyer cannot purchase
the goods from any of the sellers, but only from those to which he has access. In
particular, a type- bbuyer has access to 1 randomly selected seller with probability
αb , and to 2 randomly selected sellers with probability 1 − αb   , with αb   ∈ ( 0, 1).
We refer to the buyer as “captive” if he has access to one seller and as n on-captive if
he has access to two sellers. Whether he is captive or not, a type-bbuyer must make
all of his purchases at the same location. A type-cbuyer has access to 1 r andomly
selected seller with probability αc , and to 2randomly selected sellers with probability 1 − αc   , with αc   ∈ ( 0, αb   ]. If he is captive, a type-cbuyer must make all of its
purchases from that seller. However, if he is not captive, a type-cbuyer can purchase
one good from one seller and the other good from the other seller to which he has
access.
Overall, type-
bbuyers differ from type-
cbuyers along three dimensions:
(i) type-bbuyers have a higher valuation for the goods; (ii) type-bbuyers are more
likely to have access to a single seller rather than to multiple sellers; (iii) type-b
buyers must make all of their purchases from the same seller. It is natural to think
8
We assume that sellers must post positive prices. This is without loss in generality. If a buyer meets a seller with
a negative price, he purchases an arbitrarily large quantity of the good, and the seller’s profit would be a rbitrarily
negative.
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of type bas high-wage buyers—who thus have a low marginal value of money
and a high marginal value of time—and of type cas low-wage buyers—who thus
have a high marginal value of money and a low marginal value of time. As we shall
see, our theory of relative price dispersion only requires that buyers of type b and
cdiffer along dimensions (i) and (iii). Therefore, in the main text, we assume that
αb   = αc   = αin order to keep the analysis as simple as possible. In Appendix D,
we consider the general case with α
 b  , αc   ∈ ( 0, 1).
The model is a version of Butters (1977) and Burdett and Judd (1983) because,
as in those models, we assume that there is a continuum of sellers, but each buyer
can only access a discrete subset of randomly selected sellers—and the probabilities
that the subset contains only one or more than one seller are both strictly positive.9
As it is well-known, this assumption leads to price dispersion. In contrast to Butters
(1977) and Burdett and Judd (1983), we assume that buyers and sellers trade two
(symmetric) goods rather than a single good. We need this assumption because, in
order to talk about dispersion in relative prices, we need sellers to trade at least two
goods. Furthermore, in contrast to Butters (1977) and Burdett and Judd (1983), we
assume that buyers are heterogeneous with respect to their valuation for the goods
and their ability to purchase different items in different locations. Moreover, these
two traits are correlated, in the sense that the buyers who have a higher v aluation for
the goods are those who are unable to purchase different items in different locations.
The heterogeneity in buyers’ valuations gives sellers an incentive to price discriminate. The correlation between buyers’ valuations and ability to shop at different
locations gives sellers the means to price discriminate by setting a high price for one
good and a low price for the other, leading in equilibrium to relative price dispersion.
The model is static, as are the models of Butters (1977) and Burdett and Judd
(1983). We choose to interpret the equilibrium price dispersion in the model as a
long-term outcome. That is, we choose to interpret the dispersion in the average
price of sellers in the model to be the analogue of the dispersion in the persistent
part of the store component of prices in the data, and the dispersion in the relative
price of sellers in the model to be the analogue of the dispersion in the persistent
component of the store-good component of prices in the data. We believe that this
interpretation is the correct one. To see why, notice that, in a repeated version of the
model, an individual seller is indifferent between keeping its prices constant and
redrawing them from the equilibrium distribution every period. Therefore, in the
presence of any price-adjustment cost, an individual seller strictly prefers keeping
its prices constant.10

9
We interpret the assumption that a buyer has only access to a discrete sample of sellers as a physical constraint
(i.e., a buyer on a given day is able to reach only a few sellers) rather than an informational constraint (i.e., a buyer
on a given day is aware of only a few sellers). In this sense, we interpret our model as a version of Hotelling (1929)
in which buyers have a transportation cost of zero to reach some sellers and an infinite cost to reach others.
10
In a version of the model with a discrete number of sellers and without price-adjustment costs (see, e.g.,
Varian 1980), there is no equilibrium in which every seller keeps its prices constant. Intuitively, after the distribution
of prices is observed at the end of a period, a seller would typically have the incentive to change its price to undercut
some competitors. However, if the number of sellers is high (so that the gain from resetting one’s prices is small)
and the cost of price-adjustment is sufficiently large, sellers would find it optimal to keep their prices constant over
time.
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B. Discrimination Equilibrium
We restrict attention to a particular type of equilibrium, which we refer
to as a Discrimination Equilibrium (henceforth DE). A DE is defined to be an
equilibrium in which there is a positive measure of sellers that choose a basket
price qin the top range ( ub  + uc  , 2ub   ] , a positive measure of sellers that choose
a basket price q in the intermediate range ( 2uc   , ub   + uc  ] , and a measure 0 of sellers that choose a basket price q in the bottom range [  0, 2 uc   ] . We refer to this
equilibrium as a Discrimination Equilibrium because it has the feature that some
sellers (those in the middle interval) want to price the two goods asymmetrically
in order to d iscriminate between high-valuation buyers who need to purchase
the whole basket of goods in the same location and low-valuation buyers who
are able to purchase different goods in different locations. This seller’s strategy
leads to relative price dispersion. We restrict attention to a DE because it is the
simplest type of equilibrium that showcases our theory of relative price
dispersion.
General Properties of Equilibrium.—In this subsection, we establish some basic
properties of equilibrium. Importantly, these properties apply not only to a DE but
to any type of equilibrium. Therefore, we will be able to appeal to these properties
not only as we characterize a DE, but also when we rule out the existence of other
types of equilibria.
The first lemma provides a characterization of the prices ( p1   , p2   )that sellers post
in equilibrium conditional on their basket price qbeing in the range (u b   + uc, 2ub   ]
and conditional on their basket price being in the range ( 2uc , ub   + uc  ]  . The content
of the lemma is illustrated in Figure 2.
LEMMA 1: In any equilibrium:
(i ) A seller posts prices ( p1   , p2   ) ∈ [ 0, ub  ]  2;
1   ,
(ii ) A seller with a basket price q ∈ ( ub  + uc  , 2 ub   ] posts prices (  p1   , p2   ) ∈ 
where
2
  p1 , p2  ∈ (uc   , ub   ]};
(7)	1  = 
{( p1, p2   ) ∈ 핉  +  : 

2   ,
(iii ) A seller with a basket price q ∈ (2 uc   , ub   + uc  ] posts prices ( p1  , p2   ) ∈ 
where
2
(8)	  
2  = 
{( p1  , p2   ) ∈ 핉  +    : p1   ∈ [ 0, uc  ] ,  p2   ∈ ( uc  , ub   ]}

∪ {( p1  , p2   ) ∈ 핉  2+    : p1   ∈ ( uc   , ub   ] ,  p2   ∈ [ 0, uc   ]}.
PROOF:
In Appendix C.
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q = 2ub
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q = ub + uc
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Region where profit not maximized

uc

p1

q = 2uc
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Figure 2. Pricing Decision of Sellers
Notes: This figure considers the pricing decision of sellers discussed in the text, illustrating
which regions of the ( p1 , p2  )space will not be profit-maximizing. Conditional on a basket
price in the interval u
 b  + uc ≤ q ≤ 2 ub , sellers will not price outside 1   . Conditional on a
basket price in the interval 2 uc  ≤ q ≤ ub  + uc , sellers will not price outside 
 2  .

The first part of Lemma 1 states that a seller never posts prices higher than the
valuation ub of a type-bbuyer. This property of equilibrium is intuitive. If a seller
ub  for good i , it sells the good neither to buyers of type b nor to
posts a price p
 i  > 
buyers of type c . If the seller lowers its price for good i to ub  , it sells good i to the
captive buyers of type b  . Since ubis greater than the seller’s cost of production,
the deviation strictly increases the profit of the seller. The second part of Lemma 1
states that any seller with a basket price q ∈ ( ub   + uc  , 2 ub   ]posts prices (  p1   , p2   )
such that p1 and p2are both strictly greater than uc and smaller than ub   . This
property is an immediate implication of the first part of the lemma.
The third part of Lemma 1 states that any seller with a basket price
q ∈ (2 uc   , ub   + uc  ]posts prices ( p1  , p2   )such that one price is smaller and the
other price is greater than the valuation u
 c of a type-cbuyer. This property of
equilibrium is central to our theory of relative price dispersion. The property
implies that sellers with a basket price in the interval (2 uc  , ub   + uc   ] always
find it optimal to post a relatively high price for one good and a relatively low
price for the other good. In turn, the optimality of this asymmetric pricing
strategy—together with the symmetry of the equilibrium price distribution—leads
to equilibrium dispersion in relative prices across sellers.
There is a simple intuition behind the third part of Lemma 1. Consider a seller
with a basket price q in the interval (2 uc   , ub   + uc  ]. Suppose that a seller posts
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prices p1   , p2   ∈ ( uc   , ub   ]for both goods. In this case, the profit of the seller is
given by
μb 
(9) 
S( p1, p2   ) =  _
s [α + 2(1 − α)(1 − G( p1   + p2  ) + ν ( p1   + p2  )/2)]( p1  + p2  ).
There are 
α μb   / scaptive buyers of type bwho have access to the seller.
A captive buyer of type bpurchases both goods from the seller at the price
2(1 − α) μb   / snon-captive buyers
p1   + p2  = qwith probability 1. There are 
of type b who have access to the seller. A non-captive buyer of type b  purchases
both goods from the seller at the price qeither if the other retailer with which
he is in contact has a basket price greater than q , an event that occurs with
probability 1 − G( q) , or if the other retailer has a basket price of q and the buyer
randomizes in favor of the seller, an event that occurs with probability ν ( q )  / 2 .
Since p1 , p2   > uc  , the seller does not trade with any buyers of type c.
Now, suppose that the seller lowers the price of good 1 to pˆ 1  = uc and,
ˆ 2  = q − uc   ≤ ub  so as
simultaneously, increases the price of good 2 to p

to keep its basket-price constant at q . In this case, the profit of the seller is
given by
μb 
(10)	
S( pˆ 1 , pˆ 2   ) =  ___
s [α + 2 (1 − α)(1 − G ( pˆ 1   + pˆ 2   ) + ν ( pˆ 1   + pˆ 2   )/2)]( pˆ 1   + pˆ 2   )
μc 
+  ___
s [α + 2(1 − α)(1 − F1   ( pˆ 1 ) + λ1 ( pˆ 1 )/2)] pˆ 1.

The seller enjoys the same profit from trading with buyers of type bas it did before.
In fact, buyers of type b make their purchasing decision based only on the price of
the basket, as they have to purchase both goods in the same location, and the price
of the basket is the same as before. Now, however, the seller enjoys some profit from
trading with buyers of type c  . There are α
  μc   / scaptive buyers of type c who have
access to the seller. A captive buyer of type cpurchases good 1 from the seller with
probability 1. He does not purchase good 2 because the price exceeds his valuation.
There are also 2 (1 − α) μc   / snon-captive buyers of type c who have access to the
seller. A non-captive buyer of type c purchases good 1 from the seller if the other
retailer with which he is in contact charges for good 1 a price greater than pˆ 1  , an
event that happens with probability 1 − F1   ( pˆ 1  ) , or a price equal to pˆ 1 and the buyer
randomizes in favor of the seller, an event that happens with probability λ
 1  ( pˆ 1  ) / 2 .
Clearly, by posting the prices ( pˆ 1, pˆ 2  ) , the seller enjoys a strictly higher profit than
by posting ( p1 , p2   )  .
The next lemma shows that in equilibrium there are no mass points in the
distribution of basket prices, as well as in a particular region of the distribution of
prices for individual goods.
LEMMA 2: In any equilibrium:
(i ) There are no mass points in the distribution G of basket prices: ν ( q ) = 0 for
all q ∈ [ 0, 2 ub   ];
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(ii ) There are no mass points in the distribution Fi of prices for good i in the
interval ( 0, uc   ]: λi  ( p ) = 0 for all p ∈ ( 0, uc   ].
PROOF:
In Appendix C.
The first part of Lemma 2 states that in equilibrium there are no mass points in the
distribution of basket prices. The intuition behind this property is exactly the same
as in Butters (1977) and Burdett and Judd (1983).11 The second part of Lemma 2
states that in equilibrium there are no mass points in the distribution of prices for an
individual good in the interval (0, uc   ] . The intuition behind this property is similar to
Butters (1977) and Burdett and Judd (1983). However, we cannot rule out the existence of mass points at a price p
 0 > uc  . Intuitively, when the price of an individual
good is greater than uc , the seller only trades the good to buyers of type b who only
care about basket prices. For this reason, a price p0  > uchas no allocative role and
the standard argument for ruling out mass points does not apply. We also cannot
rule out the existence of a mass point at a price p
 0  = 0 . Intuitively, when sellers
trade multiple goods, the fact that they set one price to zero does not imply that their
profits are zero and, hence, that they could do better by resetting their price to the
buyers’ valuation.
Price Distribution in the Top Range.—We now focus on the properties that are
specific to a DE. We start by characterizing the price distribution among sellers with
a basket price q in the top range ( ub   + uc  , 2 ub   ].
Consider a seller with a basket price q ∈ ( ub   + uc   , 2 ub   ] . The profit of the seller
is given by
μb 
(11)	
S( p1   , p2   )   =  _
s [α + 2(1 − α)(1 − G( p1   + p2  ))]( p1   + p2).
The above expression makes use of both Lemma 1 and Lemma 2. Lemma 1
1   . Since ( p1  , p2   ) ∈ 
1 
guarantees that the seller posts prices 

( p1  , p2   ) ∈ 
ub , the seller trades both goods whenever it makes a sale to a
implies p1  , p2   ≤ 
1  implies p1, p2   > 
uc , the seller does not trade
buyer of type b  . Since (  p1 , p2   ) ∈ 
any of the goods to a buyer of type c . Lemma 2 guarantees that there are no mass
points in the distribution G
 of basket prices. From these observations, it f ollows
that the seller makes μ
 b[α + 2 (1 − α )(1 − G ( p1   + p2   ))]/ ssales to buyers of type
band enjoys a profit of p
 1  + p2 on each sale, and the seller makes no sales to buyers of type c  . In fact, there are α
 μb/scaptive buyers of type b who have access to
the seller and each of them purchases both goods from the seller with probability
11
Specifically, if there is a mass point at q0  > 0 , a seller with a basket price of q0could lower one of his two
prices by an arbitrarily small amount and strictly increase its profit. In fact, by lowering one price by an arbitrarily
small amount, the seller could increase its volume of sales by ( 1 − α) μb   ν ( q0   )  / 2 > 0 , as it could sell to all rather
than to half of the non-captive buyers of type bwho have access to another retailer with a basket price of q0  .
Moreover, if there is a mass point at q
 0  = 0 , a seller with a basket price of q
 0could strictly increase its profit by
raising both of its prices. In fact, by raising its prices from p1  = p2   = 0 to pˆ 1  = pˆ 2  = ub  , the seller would trade
to captive buyers of type b at a positive profit rather than making no profit by selling at cost.
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one. There are 2 (1 − α)μb /snon-captive buyers of type b who have access to the
seller and each of them purchases both goods from the seller if the other retailer to
which he has access has a basket price greater than p
 1  + p2 , an event that occurs
with probability 1 − G( p1  + p2   ) . The probability that the other retailer has also a
basket price of p
 1  + p2  is zero.
The profit of the seller in (11) only depends on its basket price p1  + p2  = q
and not on the individual prices p1 and p2 separately. Therefore, we can rewrite the
seller’s profit as
μb 
_
(12)	ST (q ) = 
s [α + 2 (1 − α) (1 − G(q ))]q .
This property of the profit function is intuitive. A seller with a basket price
q ∈ ( ub   + uc   , 2 ub   ]only trades with buyers of type bwho care about the price of
the basket of goods and not about the price of individual goods (conditional on
both prices being lower than u
 b , which is always the case in light of Lemma 1).
And, since all relevant buyers care only about the basket price, the seller’s profit
only depends on the basket price. This property of the profit function implies
that, for q ∈ ( ub  + uc   , 2 ub   ] , our model in which buyers and sellers trade 2 goods
is effectively equivalent to the standard model of Butters (1977) or Burdett and
Judd (1983) in which buyers and sellers trade a single item: the basket comprising 1 unit of good 1 and 1 unit of good 2 . Hence, for q ∈ ( ub   + uc  , 2 ub   ]  , the
characterization of equilibrium is standard, and we can go over it at a quick
pace.
  over
Let QT denote the support of the distribution of basket prices G
the interval ( ub   + uc   , 2 ub   ]. Let q  ⁎ and qhdenote, respectively, the infimum and
the supremum of QT . In equilibrium, the supremum qhmust be equal to 2 ub  , the
valuation of the basket for buyers of type b. To see why this is the case, suppose
that qh   < 2 ub  . If so, a seller with a basket price of qhonly trades with captive
buyers of type b and attains a profit of α
  μb qh /s. However, if the seller were to
  μb   2 ub /s  , which
increase its basket price from q
 h to 2 ub , it would attain a profit of α
is greater than α
  μb  qh /s . Indeed, by raising its basket price, the seller would still
only trade with captive buyers of type b, but it would make a larger profit on each
sale.
In equilibrium, there are no gaps in the support of the distribution Gof basket
prices over the interval [ q  ⁎, qh   ] . To see why this is the case, suppose that there is a
gap in G
 between the basket prices q
 1 and q2 with q  ⁎  < q1  < q2   < qh   . If so, a
seller with a basket price of q1attains a profit of
μb 
_
(13)	ST ( q1  ) = 
s [α + 2 (1 − α)(1 − G( q1   ))]q1 .
However, if the seller were to increase its basket price from q
 1to q2  , it would attain
a profit of
μb 
_
(14)	ST ( q2  ) = 
s [α + 2 (1 − α) (1 − G ( q2   ))]q2 ,
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which is strictly greater than S
 T ( q1  )as the fraction of competitors with a basket
price smaller than q1  , G( q1  ) , is the same as the fraction of competitors with a basket
price smaller than q2  , G( q2   )  .
We have thus established that Q
 Tis an interval [ q  ⁎, 2 ub   ] with ub  + uc   ≤ q  ⁎ 
< 2 ub  . In equilibrium, a seller posting any basket price q in the interval [ q  ⁎, 2 ub   ]
must attain the maximum profit S  ⁎. Applying this observation to q = 2 ub   , we find
that the maximum profit S  ⁎is given by
μb 
(15)	S  ⁎  = _
s   α2 ub  .

Applying the observation for a generic q ∈ [ q  ⁎, 2 ub  ] , we obtain
μb 
μb 
_
(16)	_
s [α + 2 (1 − α )(1 − G(q ))]q = s   α2 ub  .

We can solve the above equal-profit condition with respect to the distribution G
  of
basket prices and find that
(17)

2 ub   − q
α
G(q ) = 1 −  _
   _
q   ,
2 (1 − α)

∀ q ∈ [ q  ⁎, 2 ub   ] .

Price Distribution in the Intermediate Range.—We now characterize the
price distribution among sellers with a basket price q in the intermediate range
(2 uc   , ub   + uc  ].
Consider a seller with a basket price q ∈ (2 uc   , ub   + uc  ]. If the seller’s lowest
price for an individual good is pi , then its profit is given by
μb 
___
(18)	
S( p1  , p2  ) = 
s [α + 2(1 − α) ( 1 − G ( p1   + p2  ))]( p1  + p2 )
μc 
+  ___
s  [α + 2  (1 − α ) ( 1 − Fi  ( pi   ))]pi .

The above expression makes use of both Lemma 1 and Lemma 2. Lemma 1
2  implies
guarantees that the seller posts prices ( p1   , p2   ) ∈ 2   . Since ( p1  , p2   ) ∈ 
p1  , p2   ≤ ub , the seller trades both goods whenever it makes a sale to a buyer of
type b . Since ( p1   , p2   ) ∈ 2  and pi  = min { p1   , p2   } implies pi  ≤ uc  and p¬i  > 
uc , the seller trades only good iwhenever it makes a sale to a buyer of type c  .
Lemma 2 guarantees that there are no mass points in the basket-price distribution
Gand in the good-iprice distribution F
 i at a price pi  ∈ (0, uc   ]. Based on these
observations, it follows that the seller makes μb[α + 2 (1 − α)(1 − G ( p1   + p2  ))]
sales to buyers of type b and enjoys a profit of p
 1  + p2 on each sale. Moreover,
the seller enjoys a profit of μc[α + 2 (1 − α )(1 − Fi  ( pi  ))]pifrom sales to buyers
of type c. In fact, there are α μc   / scaptive buyers of type cwho have access to
the seller and each of them purchases good iwith probability 1. There are also
2(1 − α) μc   / snon-captive buyers of type c who have access to the seller and each
of them purchases good iif the other retailer to whom they have access charges a
price for good igreater than p
 i , an event that occurs with probability 1 − Fi  ( pi  ).
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Note that either the probability λi  ( pi  )that the other retailer has a price of pi is either
zero or pi is zero.
The seller’s profit in (18) depends on both the price of the basket q = p1  + p2
and on the price piof the cheapest good i . Therefore, we can rewrite (18) as
(19)	SM  (q, pi  ) = Sb  (q ) + Sc, i  ( pi  ),
where
μ 
 sb [α + 2 (1 − α) (1 − G (q))]q,
	Sb (q ) = _

μc 
	
Sc, i ( pi ) =  _
s [α + 2(1 − α) (1 − Fi  ( pi  ))]pi .
The expression in (19) highlights the technical difficulty involved in solving for
the middle part of the equilibrium price distribution. The standard strategy for
solving the equilibrium price distribution involves: (i) showing that the support
of the price d istribution is an interval because the distribution can have no gaps
in the support; (ii) noting that everywhere on the support of the distribution the
profit of the seller must be equal; (iii) solving the equal-profit condition on the
support to recover the equilibrium price distribution. When, as in the case in (19),
the profit function includes two price distributions, the standard strategy does not
work. Intuitively, this is because the equilibrium may be such that sellers post prices
along a o ne-dimensional manifold q = f ( pi  ), and if that is the case, using the
equal-profit condition is not enough to recover both the manifold q = f ( pi  ) and
the price distributions.
In order to solve for the equilibrium price distributions G  , F1 , and F2  , we
follow a different approach, which consists in: (i) establishing that the 2 price
distributions F1 and F2are equal for all p ∈ [0, uc   ]; (ii) establishing that the
seller’s profit Sb  (q )from trades with buyers of type b is constant for all q in the
interval [  qℓ   , ub   + uc  ]  , where qℓ is the infimum of the support of G  ; (iii) establishing
that the seller’s profit Sc, i  ( p)from trades with buyers of type cis constant for all p
in the interval [ pℓ   , uc   ]  , where pℓ is the infimum of the support of F  ; (iv) using the
equal-profit condition for Sb  (q )to recover the distribution of basket prices G(q );
(v) using the equal-profit condition for S
 c  ( p)to recover the distribution of good-i
prices F( p)  .
LEMMA 3: In a Discrimination Equilibrium, F1 ( p) = F2  ( p)for all p ∈ [0, uc  ]  .
PROOF:
In Appendix C.
Lemma 3 states that the good-1 and the good-2 price distributions are equal
over the interval [0, uc   ] . There is a simple intuition behind this property. Suppose
that the 2 price distributions are different so that, say, 
F1  ( p0   ) > F2   ( p0  ) for
 0
some p0   ∈ (0, uc   ] . In a discrimination equilibrium, a seller with a price of p
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for good 1 must have a basket price of q ∈ (2 uc   , ub   + uc   ], and hence, its profit
is given by S
 M, 1  (q, p0   ) . If the seller switches the prices for good 1 and good 2 ,
it attains a profit of SM, 2  (q, p0   ) , which is strictly greater than SM, 1  (q, p0   ) because
. In words, the seller can strictly increase its profit by
F1   ( p0   ) > F2   ( p0  ) 
switching around the price of the two goods because, in doing so, he can sell
more to the b uyers of type cwhile leaving its sales to buyers of type b  unaltered. Therefore, in equilibrium, the distribution of prices for the two goods
must be identical, and hence, we can drop the dependence of F
   , SM
 , and Sc 
from i  .
Let QMdenote the support of the basket-price distribution Gin the region
 M  . Similarly, let PM
  denote the
(2 uc  , ub   + uc  ] , and let qℓdenote the infimum of Q
support of the individual good price distribution Fin the region [0, uc  ] , and let pℓ
denote the infimum of P
 M  .
LEMMA 4: In any DE:
   , where QM
   = [ qℓ  , ub   + uc  ]  ;
(i )	Sb  ( q ) is constant for all q ∈ QM
   , where PM
   = [ pℓ  , uc   ]  .
(i i )	Sc  ( p ) is constant for all p ∈ PM
PROOF:
In Appendix C.
Lemma 4 states that the support of the basket-price distribution G
 is the
 b  ( q )from trades with buyers of
i nterval [ qℓ   , ub   + uc   ]and that the seller’s profit S
type bis constant over this interval. Moreover, Lemma 4 states that the support of the
 c  ( p)
good- iprice distribution Fis the interval [ pℓ  , uc   ]and that the seller’s profit S
from trades with buyers of type c is constant over this interval. Lemma 4 gives us
two equal-profit conditions, which we can use to recover the price distributions G
and F .
The proof of Lemma 4 is not standard. The details of it are in Appendix C. Here,
we want to provide a sketch of the argument. The first step is to show that the

basket-price distribution G
 has full support over [ qℓ  , ub   + uc   ] . If the support of G
has a gap over some interval ( q1  , q2   ) ⊂ [ qℓ   , ub   + uc  ] , the profit function Sb  (q ) is
strictly increasing in q over that interval. If Sb  (q )is strictly increasing over ( q1  , q2   )  ,
a seller with a basket price of q1makes less profit from trades with buyers of type b
than if it were to set its basket price to qˆ   ∈ ( q1, q2   ). Therefore, the seller must be
able to make a higher profit from trades with buyers of type c . Since a seller with a
basket price of q ∈ [ qℓ  , ub   + uc  ]is constrained to post a price for its cheaper good
in the interval [q − ub   , uc   ]in order to keep the price of its more expensive good
below ub , the seller makes a higher profit from trades with buyer of type c only if the
profit function Sc  ( p)is greater at p = q1  − ub than at any p ∈ ( q1  − ub  , q2   − ub  )  .
However, this implies that no seller finds it optimal to set a price for its cheaper good
in the interval ( q1   − ub  , q2   − ub   ). And if Fhas no mass there, the profit function
Sc  ( p)is strictly increasing between q1  − ub  and q2   − ub   . This contradiction implies
that Gmust have full support over [ qℓ   , ub   + uc  ] . The second step of the proof is to
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show that the good-iprice distribution Fhas full support over the interval [ pℓ   , uc   ]  .
The logic behind this step is the same as in Burdett and Judd (1983).
The third step of the proof is to show that the profit function Sc  ( p)must be
 c  ( p)is strictly
constant for all p ∈ [ pℓ  , uc   ] . In order to rule out the possibility that S
increasing over some interval ( p1   , p2   ) , we note that this would imply that no sellers find it optimal to post prices in that interval, and thus, F
 would have a gap in
its support. Similarly, we rule out the possibility that S
 c  ( p)is strictly decreasing
over some interval ( p1   , p2   )  . Since Sc   ( p)is constant for all p ∈ [ pℓ  , uc   ] , it must
be the case that the other component of the profit function S
 b  (q )is constant for all
q ∈ [ qℓ   , ub   + uc  ] . This observation concludes the proof of Lemma 4.
Using Lemma 4, we can now characterize the equilibrium price distributions F

and G . Since sellers make the same profit from trades with buyers of type c  by
posting any price p ∈ [ pℓ   , uc   ] , we have
μc 
μc 
_
(20)  _
s [α + 2(1 − α) (1 − F( p ))]p =   s [α + 2 (1 − α)(1 − F( uc   ))]uc  .

Note that the measure of sellers with a price smaller than u
 c for good iis equal to
one-half of the measure of sellers with a basket price smaller than ub  + uc  , which
is equal to the measure of sellers with a basket price smaller than q  ⁎  . That is,
. Using this observation to replace F
 ( uc   )
F( uc   ) = G( ub   + uc  )/2 = G( q  ⁎  )/2 
on the right-hand side of (20) and then solving the equation for the good-i price
distribution F , we obtain
α + 2 (1 − α) (1 − G ( q  ∗  ) / 2) _
G(q  ⁎  ) ______________________
u   − p
  
   −     
 
   c p   , ∀ p ∈ [ pℓ  , uc   ].
(21) 
F( p) =  _
2
2(1 − α)
Note that the infimum pℓof the support of the good-iprice distribution is such that
 ( pℓ   ) = 0with respect to pℓ is
F( pℓ  )   = 0. The solution of the equation F
α + 2 (1 − α )(1 − G ( q  ⁎)/2)
______________________
   
   uc.
(22)	pℓ  = 
2−α
Since sellers make the same profit from trades with buyers of type bby posting
any basket price q ∈ [ qℓ   , ub   + uc  ] , we have
(23)[α + 2 (1 − α )(1 − G ( q ))]q = [α + 2 (1 − α)(1 − G ( ub   + uc  ))](ub + uc ).
Solving the equation (23) with respect to the basket-price distribution G
 and using
the fact that G
 ( ub   + uc  ) = G ( q  ⁎  ) , we obtain
α + 2(1 − α ) (1 − G( q  ⁎  )) _
u   + u   − q
(24)	
G( q ) = G( q  ⁎  ) − ____________________
   
    b qc
 .
2(1 − α)
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Note that the infimum q
 ℓof the support of the basket-price distribution is such that
G ( qℓ   ) = 0 . The solution of the equation G( qℓ   ) = 0with respect to qℓ is
α + 2 (1 − α)(1 − G ( q  ⁎  ))
____________________
(25)	qℓ  =     
    (ub   + uc   ).
2−α
In order to find q  ⁎ , note that, in equilibrium, a seller must be indifferent between
posting the prices (  ub   , ub   )and the prices (  ub  , uc   ) . This equal-profit condition can
be written as
μb
μb 
⁎
_
(26)	 _
s   α2 ub   =   s [α + 2(1 − α )(1 − G( q    ))]( ub   + uc  )
μc 
⁎
+  _
s [α + 2 (1 − α )(1 − G ( q    )/2)]uc  ,
where the above expression makes use of the fact that G( ub  + uc ) = G( q  ⁎  ) and
 ( q  ⁎  )with its equilibrium value in (17), we
F( uc   )   = G( q  ⁎  ) / 2 . Substituting out G
can solve the equal-profit condition (26) with respect to the unknown q  ⁎ and obtain
μb   α2 ub   ( ub   + uc  ) + μc   α ub uc
________________________
(27)	q  ⁎  =     
   
   .
μb   α2 ub   − μc   (1 − α / 2) uc 
Necessary and Sufficient Conditions for Equilibrium.—In the previous subsection, we characterized the unique basket-price distribution G
 and the unique good-i
price distribution Fthat are consistent with a DE. Here, we derive a set of conditions
which are necessary and sufficient for the existence of a DE.
Let us start by deriving some necessary conditions for the existence of a DE.
First, we derive a condition that is necessary for a seller not to find it profitable to
deviate from a DE and post the prices ( uc  , uc   ) , which are prices that would allow the
seller to trade both of its goods to buyers of type c . To this aim, note that, if a seller
posts prices (  uc   , uc   ) , it attains a profit of
μb 
μc 
⁎
_
_
(28) 
S( uc , uc  ) = 
s   (2 − α)2 uc  +  s [α + 2 (1 − α)(1 − G( q    )/2)]2 uc  .

The above profit is non-greater than the equilibrium profit S  ⁎ in (15) if and only if

α ub   − (2 − α) uc  _
μc
u   + uc 
_____________
(29)	 _
      b u   .
μb    ≤    
c
ub  + (2 − α) uc 

Second, we derive a condition that is necessary for q  ⁎to belong to the interval
( ub   + uc  , 2 ub   ) . To this aim, let us rewrite (27) as
q  ⁎  − ( ub   + uc  )
2 ub   − q  ⁎
α   _
____________
_
(30)	μb 2α ub    
 
 
 
 
= 
μ

 

u



1
+  
.
c c(
(
)
2
q  ⁎
q  ⁎ )
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The left-hand side of (30) is strictly increasing in q  ⁎over the interval [  ub  + uc , 2 ub  ]  ,
  μb   ( ub   − uc  ) for
it takes the value 0 for q  ⁎  = ub  + uc , and it takes the value α
q  ⁎  = 2 ub   . The right-hand side of (30) is strictly decreasing in q  ⁎ , it takes a
 c uc  for q  ⁎  = 2 ub   .
strictly positive value for q  ⁎  = ub   + uc , and it takes the value μ
Therefore, the q  ⁎ that solves (30) belongs to the interval ( ub   + uc   , 2 ub   )if and
only if
α( ub   − uc   )
μc
_
(31)	 _
u   .
μ    <  
b

c

Note that (31) is weaker than (29), in the sense that if (29) holds then (31) holds as
well.
Third, we derive a condition that is necessary for qℓto belong to the interval
 ℓ is greater than 2 uc if and only if
(2 uc   , ub   + uc   )  . From (25), it follows that q
G( q  ⁎  )is smaller than [(2 − α ) (ub   − uc   ) ]  / [ 2(1 − α) (ub   + uc   )]. This condition
is always satisfied when (29) holds. From (25), it follows that qℓ is smaller than
ub  + uc if and only if G( q  ⁎  ) > 0 . In turn, from (17) and (27), it follows that
G( q  ⁎  ) > 0if and only if
α2 ub   − (2 − α)(ub   + uc  )
μc 
____________________
  
   .
(32)	 _
μb    >    
(2 − α) uc 

Conditions (29) and (32) are not only necessary for the existence of a DE.
They are also sufficient. To see that this is the case, assume that (29) and (32)
hold and consider a putative equilibrium in which the distribution Gof sellers
over basket prices is given as in (17) and (24) and q
 ℓ and q  ⁎are given by (25)
and (27), in which every seller with a basket price of q ∈ [ q  ⁎, 2 ub   ] posts prices
( p1   , p2   ) = (q / 2, q / 2) , and in which half of the sellers with a basket price of
−1
−1
q ∈ [ qℓ  , ub  + uc ]post prices 
( p1 , p2  ) = 
(ϕ  (q ), q − ϕ  (q ))and the other
half posts prices ( p1 , p2  ) = ( q − ϕ  −1(q ), ϕ  −1(q ))
. The function 
ϕ( p) is
defined as
(33) 
ϕ( p )
[α + 2 (1 − α)(1 − G( q  ⁎  ))]( ub   + uc  )
     
      
.
= ___________________________________________________________
[α + 2 (1 − α )(1 − G( q  ⁎  ))]  + 2[α + 2 (1 − α) (1 − G( q  ⁎  ) / 2)](uc  − p)/ p
In words, the function ϕ
 ( p)maps the lowest of the seller’s prices for an individual
good, p , into the seller’s price for the basket of goods, q = ϕ( p). The function
ϕ( p)is strictly increasing in pand such that ϕ( uc   ) = ub   + uc   . Hence, the inverse
ϕ  −1  ( q )exists and maps the seller’s basket price q ∈ [ qℓ   , ub   + uc   ]into the lowest
of the seller’s prices for an individual good. The putative equilibrium is illustrated
in Figure 3.
To see that the putative equilibrium is indeed a DE, we first need to check that
Gis a proper distribution function. To this aim, note that q  ⁎belongs to the interval
( ub   + uc  , 2 ub   )because of (29). Note that qℓbelongs to the interval (2 uc   , ub   + uc  )  , as
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Figure 3. Discrimination Equilibrium
Note: This figure shows the possible range of the support of the joint distribution H (  p1, p2  )  , the shape of the
cumulative distributions 
G( q ) 
, and an example of the shape of the cumulative distribution 
F( p)in the
Discrimination Equilibrium.

condition (29) is sufficient to guarantee q
 ℓ  > 2 uc  and condition (32) is sufficient to
guarantee that q
 ℓ  < ub  + uc . Then, note that G( qℓ   ) = 0  , G( ub   + uc  ) = G( q  ⁎  )  ,
G(2 ub   ) = 1, and G′( q ) > 0for all q ∈ [ qℓ   , ub   + uc  ] ∪ [ q  ⁎, 2 ub   ]. Hence, Gis a
proper distribution function. Since ϕ
 ( p)is strictly increasing, the distribution F
  of
prices for good i is such that F
 ( p) = G(ϕ( p )) / 2for all p ≤ uc   . By plugging ϕ( p)
into G , it is immediate to verify that F( p)is given by (21) for all p ∈ [ pℓ   , uc   ].
Second, we need to check that, in the putative equilibrium, every seller with
1 and that every seller
a basket price q ∈ [q  ⁎, 2 ub   ]posts prices ( p1   , p2   ) ∈ 
2 . A seller with a
with a basket price q ∈ [qℓ , ub  + uc  ]posts prices ( p1 , p2  ) ∈ 
1 . A seller with a basket
basket price q ∈ [q  ⁎, 2 ub  ]posts prices (q / 2, q / 2) ∈ 
price q ∈ [ qℓ , ub  + uc  ]posts either the prices (  ϕ  −1  ( q ), q − ϕ  −1  ( q ))or the prices

( q − ϕ  −1  ( q ), ϕ  −1  ( q )). In either case, the prices belong to 2 , as it is easy to verify
that ϕ  −1  ( q ) ≥ q − ub and ϕ  −1  ( q ) < q − uc  .
Finally, we need to check that every seller maximizes its profit. A seller with
a basket price q ∈ [ q  ⁎, 2 ub  ]posts prices ( q / 2, q / 2 ) ∈ 1 , and hence, its profit
is given by (12). Moreover, by the construction of G , the seller attains a profit
of S  ⁎  = α μb  2 ub / s. A seller with a basket price q ∈ [ qℓ , ub  + uc ]posts prices
(ϕ  −1  ( q ), q − ϕ  −1  ( q )) ∈ 2 , and hence, its profit is given by (19). By construction of G  , F, and ϕ( p) , the seller also attains a profit of S  ⁎. It is then straightforward
to verify that a seller cannot attain a profit greater than S  ⁎by deviating from
equilibrium. In particular, condition (29) guarantees that a seller does not find it
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optimal to post a basket price q ∈ [ 0, 2 uc ]and try to sell both goods to buyers of
type c .
We have thus established the following result.
THEOREM 1: A DE exists if and only if (29) and (32) hold. In any DE, G
 is given
by (17 ) for all q ∈ [ q  ⁎, 2 ub  ]and by (24 ) for all q ∈ [ qℓ  , ub + uc ], with qℓ  is given
by (25 ) and q  ⁎is given by (27 ). In any DE, F1  = F2  = F, and Fis given by (21)
for all p ∈ [ pℓ  , uc  ], with pℓ  given by (22).
A DE is unique with respect to the basket-price distribution G
 and with respect
to the good i price distribution F , as we have derived (17), (24), and (21) only from
necessary conditions. A DE, however, is not unique with respect to the joint price
distribution H . Indeed, any Hthat generates the marginal distributions Fand G and
such that every price pair on the support of Hmaximizes the profit of the seller is a
legitimate DE. In proving the sufficiency of conditions (29) and (32), we constructed
such an Hby assuming that all sellers in the top section of the basket-price distribution Gset the same price for both goods, while sellers in the middle section of the
basket distribution Gset a lowest price for individual goods that is strictly increasing
in their basket price. Clearly, we could have found other joint price distributions H
 
that are consistent with equilibrium.
For any choice of H , a DE features price dispersion across sellers, in the sense
that the average price of some sellers is higher than the average price of others.
This follows immediately from the fact that the distribution of basket prices across
sellers is non-degenerate. A DE also features relative price dispersion, in the sense
that there is variation in the price of a particular good at a particular seller relative to
the average price charged by that seller. This follows immediately from the fact that,
in any DE, half of the sellers with a basket price q ∈ (2 uc   , ub   + uc   ]have a relative
price for good 1 that is greater than 1, while the other half of the sellers with a basket
price q ∈ (2 uc   , ub   + uc  ]have a relative price for good 1that is smaller than 1.
The reason why a DE features price dispersion across sellers is the same as in
Butters (1977) and Burdett and Judd (1983). Namely, the coexistence of captive
and non-captive buyers of type b implies that a non-degenerate distribution of
basket prices is required to achieve equilibrium. Now, let us explain why a DE also
features relative price dispersion. Competition between sellers drives part of the
distribution of basket prices to the interval (2 uc   , ub   + uc   ] . As established in Lemma
1, a seller with a basket price q ∈ (2 uc   , ub   + uc   ]does not want to post the same
price for both goods. Rather, the seller wants to follow an asymmetric pricing strategy, setting the price of one good below the valuation of type-cbuyers and the price
of the other good below the valuation of type-cbuyers. As established in Lemma 3,
the distribution of prices for the 2 goods must be symmetric and, so, if a seller posts
a higher price for good 1 than for good 2 , another seller must post a higher price for
good 2 than for good 1. Otherwise, there would be unexploited profit opportunities.
The asymmetric pricing strategy followed by each individual seller with a basket
price q ∈ (2 uc   , ub   + uc   ]together with the symmetry of the distribution of prices
for the two goods guarantees the emergence of relative price dispersion.
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Sellers follow an asymmetric pricing strategy to discriminate between the two
types of buyers. The difference in the valuation for the goods between type-b and
type-cbuyers gives sellers a desire to price discriminate. The difference in the ability
of type-bbuyers and type-cbuyers to purchase different items in different locations
gives them the opportunity to price discriminate. In fact, by pricing the two goods
asymmetrically, a seller can charge a high average price to the high-valuation buyers
who need to purchase all the items together (the buyers of type b   ) and charge a low
price for one good to the low-valuation buyers who can purchase different items at
different locations (the buyers of type c  ).
It is worthwhile contrasting the type of price discrimination described above
with intertemporal price discrimination (see, e.g., Conlisk, Gerstner, and Sobel
1984 and Sobel 1984, or, in a search-theoretic context, Albrecht, Postel-Vinay,
and Vroman 2013 and Menzio and Trachter 2018). The key to intertemporal
price discrimination is a negative correlation between a buyer’s valuation and his
ability to intertemporally substitute purchases. A seller can exploit this negative
correlation by having occasional sales. The low-valuation buyers, who are better able to substitute purchases intertemporally, will take advantage of the sales
and will end up paying low prices. The high-valuation buyers, who are unable to
substitute purchases intertemporally, will not take advantage of the sales and will
end up paying high prices. In contrast, our theory of price discrimination is based
on a negative correlation between a buyer’s valuation and his ability to shop in
multiple stores. Moreover, while intertemporal price discrimination takes the form
of time variation in the price of the same good, our theory of price discrimination
takes the form of variation in the price of different goods relative to the average
store price.
Theorem 1 states that a DE exists if and only if conditions (29) and (32) hold.
Condition (29) is an upper bound on the measure of type-cbuyers relative to the
measure of type-bbuyers. Intuitively, the relative measure of type-cbuyers cannot
be too large or else sellers would have an incentive to deviate from equilibrium
and post prices that are so low that they sell both goods to buyers of type c. The
upper bound is strictly positive if and only if α ub   > (2 − α) uc   , meaning that con b  . Condition (32) is a
dition (29) also requires that u
 cis small enough relative to u
lower bound on the relative measure of type-cbuyers. Intuitively, the measure of
type-cbuyers cannot be too low or else sellers would have an incentive to deviate
from equilibrium and always post prices that are attractive only to buyers of type
b . Notice that the lower bound in (32) is always smaller than the upper bound in
(29). From these observations, we conclude that, if and only if α ub   > (2 − α) 
μc  / μb   > 0greater than (32) and smaller
uc , there exists a population ratio 
than (29).
Theorem 1 does not rule out the existence of other equilibria when conditions
(29) and (32) hold. While we were not able to construct any other equilibrium
under those conditions, one might still be concerned that relative price dispersion emerges in the DE but not in other more exotic equilibria that coexist with
the DE. To address this concern, Theorem 2 shows that, when conditions (29) and
(32) hold, every possible symmetric equilibrium—i.e., every equilibrium such that
H( p1  , p2   ) = H( p2   , p1   )—features relative price dispersion.
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THEOREM 2: If conditions (29) and (32) hold, every symmetric equilibrium features relative price dispersion.
PROOF:
In Appendix C.
III. Conclusions

Using a large dataset about the US retail sector, we measured the extent and
sources of dispersion in the price of the same good, in the same geographical area,
during the same week. We found that about 30 percent of price dispersion is caused
by persistent differences in the price that stores set for the same good relative to the
price that they set for the other goods. We gave the name “relative price dispersion”
to this source of price dispersion. After ruling out some simple explanations
— such as managerial inattention, shelf management, and wholesaler-retailer
relationships—we proposed a novel theory of relative price dispersion. To this aim,
we considered a search-theoretic model of the retail sector, in which buyers are
heterogeneous with respect to their valuation for the goods and with respect to their
ability to purchase different goods at different locations. We showed that, in this
retail m
 arket, relative price dispersion emerges as the equilibrium consequence of a
strategy used by sellers to discriminate between high-valuation buyers who need to
make all of their purchases in the same location and low-valuation buyers who can
purchase different items in different locations.
Our model is a stepping stone in the development of a comprehensive theory
of price dispersion. The model can explain two of the three main sources of price
dispersion: persistent differences in the average price of goods at different stores
and persistent differences in the relative price of a good relative to the price of other
goods at different stores. Our model needs to be extended to a dynamic setting to
explain temporary differences in the relative price of a good at different stores. The
most natural way to accomplish this task would be along the lines of Menzio and
Trachter (2018). Specifically, if low-valuation buyers are not only more capable of
purchasing different items at different stores, but also more capable of purchasing
at any time of the week, then sellers would have an incentive to run temporary sales
to price discriminate between them and high-valuation buyers. Having developed a
comprehensive theory of price dispersion, we could estimate it using the variance
decomposition in the first part of this paper. The estimated model could then be
validated by using survey data about the number of shopping trips, the number of
stores visited, and the prices paid by different families.
Appendix A: Robustness
In this Appendix, we report estimates and variance decompositions under:
(i) alternative specifications of the inclusion criteria for the data; (ii) alternative
specifications of the statistical model; (iii) alternative sets of products; (iv) alternative
markets; (v) alternative definitions of a market. The main takeaway is that relative
price dispersion is a very robust feature of the data.
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Table A1—Robustness to Sample Criteria

N1  

= 50

N1  

= 500

N2 

= 25

N2 

= 100

SD

Percent

SD

Percent

SD

Percent

SD

Percent

Store
Transitory
Fixed plus persistent
Total store

0.017
0.075
0.077

5.0
95.0
19.0

0.011
0.055
0.056

3.6
96.4
13.6

0.011
0.058
0.059

3.2
96.8
15.3

0.011
0.063
0.064

3.3
96.7
16.8

Store-good
Transitory
Fixed plus persistent
Total store-good

0.126
0.096
0.158

63.3
36.7
81.0

0.113
0.082
0.140

65.4
34.6
86.4

0.111
0.084
0.139

63.8
36.2
84.7

0.114
0.084
0.141

65.0
35.0
83.2

Total

0.176

100.0

0.151

100.0

0.151

100.0

0.155

100.0

Note: This table presents a robustness exercise comparing our baseline results to results obtained using alternative
cutoffs for required numbers of observations.

A. Sample Selection
Our baseline selection criteria required that a minimum of N
 1  = 250 of
the 1,000 goods in our sample be sold at a given store in a given week for that
store/week to be included in the estimation sample. Table A1 reports variance
decompositions for N
 1  ∈ { 50, 500}and shows that the results are not sensitive
to this particular threshold. Our baseline selection criteria also required that
am
 inimum of N
 2  = 50stores have positive sales for a given good in a given
week for that good/week to be included in the sample. Table A1 also reports
variance decompositions for N2  ∈ { 25, 100}and shows that the results are also
not sensitive to this threshold. Thus, it is unlikely that relative price dispersion is
a statistical artifact of small samples and/or insufficient overlap of goods across
stores. This is important because for some of the sets of UPCs considered below,
we are required to set N
 1  = 50 and N2  = 25in order to have sufficient overlap
for reliable estimation.
B. Statistical Model
In our baseline specification, we modeled the transitory part of the store-good
component as an MA(1), which implicitly assigns all price changes with a duration
greater that one week to the persistent component. Since the transitory component is
intended to capture the effects of temporary sales, the reader may be concerned that,
if some sales last more than one week, our baseline specification may be interpreting
some sales-induced price variation as relative price dispersion. To show that this
is not the case, Table A2 reports the variance decomposition when we model
the temporary component as an MA(5) or MA(10), thus allowing the transitory
component to capture sales that potentially last up to 10 weeks. The decomposition
is barely affected—the persistent parts of the store-good component still account for
at least one-third of the variance of the store-good component.
The reader may also be concerned that modeling temporary sales as an MA
process of any order may fail to capture salient features of sales dynamics and
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Table A2—Robustness to Statistical Model
MA ( 5)
Store-good
Transitory
Fixed plus persistent
Total store-good

MA (10 )

Skewed MA ( 1)

Sales

SD

Percent

SD

Percent

SD

Percent

SD

Percent

0.114
0.082
0.141

65.6
34.4
100.0

0.114
0.082
0.141

66.1
33.9
100.0

0.113
0.084
0.141

64.1
35.9
100.0

0.098
0.084
0.141

57.7
42.3
100.0

Note: This table shows variance decompositions for the store-good component after replacing the MA(1) process
with: (i) an MA(5); (ii) an MA(10); (iii) an MA(1) that allows skewness in the disturbances; and (iv) an explicit
model of sales, as described in the main text.

that this may lead us to understate the importance of sales. To show that this is
not the case, we consider two alternative approaches to modeling sales. First, we
recognize that the cross-sectional distribution of prices induced by periodic sales
is likely to be negatively skewed, which may help in identifying the component
of price d ispersion that is due to sales. To account for this possibility, we assume
that the transitory innovation to the store-good component, ε  zjs, t , is drawn from a
skewed distribution, whose skewness we estimate alongside the other parameters of
the model.12 As expected, the estimated skewness is mildly negative (coefficient of
skewness = − 0.6  ), which is consistent with our prior view of sales. However, the
decomposition of the variance of prices, shown in Table A2, is not affected.
Second, we depart from the assumption of an MA process for the transitory
store-good component and replace it with a process that more explicitly resembles temporary sales. In this model, the transitory store-good component is modeled as a two-point process. In a given week, there is a probability ϕ
  that each
good is on sale, and sales are independently distributed across goods and over
time. If a good is on sale, then it is discounted from its regular price by a fraction
δ  . We assume that all sales last exactly one week, and the day that a good goes
on sale is uniformly distributed within the week. This means that each sale will
affect the observed price of the good in 2 adjacent weeks, so the auto-covariance
of prices is impacted at both the 0 and first lag (as with an MA(1) process). Since
we work with normalized prices, there is an additional restriction that the mean
value of the transitory component, after accounting for sales, is zero. The estimated weekly sales probability is ϕ
 = 4.65percent, and the corresponding average discount is δ = 52 percent.13 The associated variance decomposition, show
in Table A2, reveals that the persistent components of the store-good variance are

12
Note that our estimation procedure does not require distributional assumptions on the innovations. Our
b aseline specification and procedure uses only second moments of the price data and only estimates the distribution
of price innovations up to their second moments. In order to achieve identification of third moments, we include
joint third moments of prices.
13
As with the skewed MA process, the sales process requires joint third moments of prices to be included in
the GMM objective in order to achieve identification. We have also explored richer specifications in which the sales
discount, δ , is itself a (possibly negatively skewed) random variable, and none of our main findings are affected.
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even larger than in the baseline. We conclude that relative price dispersion is not
driven by t emporary sales and is a distinct feature of price distributions.
C. Products
Our baseline set of goods is the 1,000 most commonly purchased products in
Minnesota in the first quarter of 2010. We now show that relative price d ispersion
is not specific to this set of goods but rather is a robust phenomenon that is p resent
among samples of products chosen in a broad variety of ways. The analysis also
serves the purpose of ruling out some alternative explanations for relative price
dispersion, such as managerial inattention, store-good cost differentials, and

different styles of shelf management.
Frequency of Purchase.—Our baseline procedure weights each good equally
when constructing the good-time means and the store components. In Table A3, we
report the variance decomposition when we use quantity weights to construct the
good-time means and store components. The decomposition is barely affected by
this change.
Our baseline sample comprises only goods that are purchased very frequently. We
examine whether relative price dispersion is a feature of the data for less frequently
purchased goods. To do this, we select a sample of the 1,000 goods ranked 9,001 to
10,000 in terms of their frequency of purchase in Minnesota in the first-quarter of
2010. This choice is motivated by our desire to select substantially less commonly
purchased goods than in our baseline sample, while still satisfying the requirement
that the goods are sufficiently commonly purchased so that there is enough o verlap
across stores and enough continuity in weekly sales to meet our two inclusion
criteria. The types of goods in this alternative sample, shown in Table B4 in Appendix
B, are quite different from those in the baseline sample. However, the variance
decomposition for this set of goods, shown in Table A3 (labelled “Alternative”), is
extremely similar to the baseline.
Lastly, we selected a different sample of goods based on frequently purchased
goods nationwide in the first quarter of 2010 rather than frequently purchased goods
in Minnesota. Selecting a sample in this way is useful for when we extend our
analysis to other parts of the country below. To construct this sample, we created two
lists of the most commonly purchased UPCs, one based on quantity and one based
on revenue. We then selected the 1,463 goods that appear in either list. The decomposition for this set of 1,463 goods is also shown in Table A3 (labelled “National”).
For this set of goods, the store component accounts for slightly more of the overall
price variation, but the persistent components of prices account for even more of the
variance of the store-good component. Hence, relative price dispersion is larger in
this set of goods than in the baseline.
High-Price and Low-Price Goods.—A simple explanation for relative price
dispersion is managerial inattention (see, e.g., Ellison, Snyder, and Zhang 2015).
Equally expensive stores may set persistently different prices for the same good
because managers choose to not pay much attention to the price of low-ticket
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Table A3—Robustness
Baseline

Weighted

Alternative

National

SD

Percent

SD

Percent

SD

Percent

SD

Percent

Store
Transitory
Fixed plus persistent
Total store

0.011
0.059
0.060

3.2
96.8
15.5

0.019
0.037
0.041

21.0
79.0
6.5

0.006
0.054
0.055

1.4
98.6
18.7

0.011
0.072
0.073

2.2
97.8
18.9

Store-good
Transitory
Fixed plus persistent
Total store-good

0.113
0.084
0.141

64.1
35.9
84.5

0.124
0.096
0.156

62.6
37.4
93.5

0.082
0.080
0.114

51.1
48.9
81.3

0.119
0.095
0.152

61.0
39.0
81.1

Low price

High price

Low durability

High durability

SD

Percent

SD

Percent

SD

Percent

SD

Percent

Store
Transitory
Fixed plus persistent
Total store

0.024
0.078
0.082

8.7
91.3
20.6

0.025
0.059
0.065

15.6
84.4
15.9

0.013
0.062
0.063

4.0
96.0
19.3

0.027
0.043
0.051

27.9
72.1
19.4

Store-good
Transitory
Fixed plus persistent
Total store-good

0.122
0.105
0.161

57.4
42.6
79.4

0.130
0.071
0.148

77.0
23.0
84.1

0.103
0.077
0.129

64.0
36.0
80.7

0.077
0.069
0.103

55.8
44.2
80.6

Unilever

Coca-Cola

State: MN

County: Hennepin

SD

Percent

SD

Percent

SD

Percent

SD

Percent

Store
Transitory
Fixed plus persistent
Total store

0.035
0.058
0.068

27.4
72.6
21.3

0.030
0.070
0.076

15.5
84.5
26.2

0.011
0.070
0.071

2.5
97.5
17.6

0.015
0.058
0.060

6.2
93.8
12.5

Store-good
Transitory
Fixed plus persistent
Total store-good

0.101
0.081
0.130

60.9
39.1
78.7

0.106
0.071
0.127

68.9
31.1
73.8

0.120
0.096
0.154

60.9
39.1
82.4

0.128
0.095
0.159

64.4
35.6
87.5

Notes: This table presents a robustness exercise comparing our baseline results to results obtained using alternative specifications: quantity weighting in constructing the store and store-good components, alternative samples
of UPCs (alternative and national), the low- and high-price samples, the low- and high-durability samples, the
Unilever and Coca-Cola samples, and alternative definitions of a market (state of Minnesota and Hennepin County).
Tables B2 and B4–B11 in Appendix B illustrate the diversity in product groups across the alternative samples.

items.14 This potential explanation for relative price dispersion motivates us to
decompose price dispersion for low- and high-price goods separately. We divide our
baseline sample of 1,000 UPCs according to their average unit price. The low-price
subsample of 430 UPCs has a median unit average price of 99 cents, a fifth percentile
of 39 cents and a ninety-fifth percentile of $1.79; the h igh-price subsample of 315
UPCs has a median unit average price of $3.59, a fifth percentile of $2.39 and a

14

We thank Stephan Seiler for suggesting this hypothesis.
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ninety-fifth percentile of $6.99. The v ariance d ecompositions for these 2 subsamples are shown in Table A3. The low-price subsample features more relative price
dispersion than the full s ample: the store-good component accounts for 79 percent
of the overall variance of prices, of which the persistent components account for
43 percent. The high-price subsample features less relative price dispersion than
the full sample, but relative price dispersion is still a substantial fraction of overall
price dispersion. Hence, relative price dispersion is not only a feature of low-price,
low-revenue goods and thus is unlikely to be entirely due to managerial inattention.
Products from a Single Distributor.—Another possible explanation for relative
price dispersion is that equally expensive stores set persistently different prices for the
same good because they have better or worse relationships (and, hence, are charged
lower or higher prices) with the wholesaler.15 This potential explanation motivates
us to decompose price dispersion for a subset of products produced and distributed
by a single wholesaler. Indeed, if relative price dispersion is caused by different
retailer-wholesaler relationships, relative price dispersion should be absorbed by the
store component when we restrict attention to products from a s ingle wholesaler.
We consider two subsamples of goods. In the first subsample, there are only
products from Coca-Cola. In the second subsample, there are only products from
Unilever. The 3,608 UPCs in our Coca-Cola subsample are primarily various types
of beverages. The 10,866 UPCs in our Unilever subsample come from a variety
of product groups; “Hair Care” is the product group with the largest fraction of
UPCs (32 percent), followed by “Personal Soap and Bath Additives” (13 percent),
“Deodorant” (12 percent), and “Skin Care Preparations” (10 percent).
The variance decompositions for these 2 subsamples of goods is shown in the bottom row of Table A3. For both samples, the overall degree of price dispersion is very
similar to the degree of price dispersion in our baseline sample. However, the fraction of variation that is due to the store component is somewhat larger—21 percent
for Unilever and 26 percent for Coca-Cola, compared with 16 percent for the baseline. This is consistent with the hypothesis that some part of price dispersion is
due to different relationships between particular stores and particular distributors.
However, for both of these distributors, the vast majority of price dispersion is due
to the store-good component, and of this, the persistent parts account for 39 percent
(Unilever) and 31 percent (Coca-Cola). Thus, relative price dispersion exists even
when only considering goods from the same distributor and so is not only driven by
heterogeneity in distributional relationships.
High-Durability and Low-Durability Products.—Another natural explanation
for relative price dispersion is shelf management. Some stores may keep p erishable
goods on their shelves for longer and, for this reason, sell them at systematically
lower prices, while other stores may remove perishable goods sooner and, for this
reason, sell them at systematically higher prices. This observation motivates us to
decompose price dispersion separately for two subsamples of goods: low-durability

15

We thank Matthew Gentzkow for suggesting this hypothesis.
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goods (i.e., perishable goods) and high-durability goods.16 The variance
decompositions for these 2 subsamples are shown in Table A3. Even though the
two subsamples contain very different sets of products, the overall decomposition
of price dispersion is quite similar. For both subsamples, the store component
accounts for approximately 20 percent and the store-good component for 80 percent
of the cross-sectional variance of prices. For both subsamples, the transitory part
accounts for roughly two-thirds and the persistent part for roughly one-third of
the cross-sectional variance of the store-good component of prices. These findings
suggest that relative price dispersion is unlikely to be a phenomenon caused by
different styles of shelf management for perishable goods. Indeed, relative price
dispersion turns out to be slightly more important in the subsample of goods that
are less perishable.
D. Markets
So far, our analysis has focused on a single geographic region— the
Minneapolis-St. Paul DMA. Here, we show that none of our results are specific to this level of geographic aggregation or this part of the country. First, we
consider a lternative levels of geographic aggregation for the definition of a market. In Table A3, we report the variance decomposition when we use a broader
definition of market (the state of Minnesota) and a narrower definition of a m
 arket
(Hennepin County, which is contained in the Minneapolis-St. Paul DMA). All our
findings are robust to switching to either of these alternative levels of aggregation.
Second, we extend our analysis to the whole of the United States in order to
verify that our findings are not specific to Minneapolis-St. Paul. We present results
both at the level of a DMA and the county level. For each level of geographic aggregation, we selected the 25 largest areas by revenue and repeated the estimation for
each market, using the same set of 1,463 UPCs. As described earlier, this set of
UPCs was chosen to reflect UPCs that are commonly purchased nationwide.
Figure A1 (panel A) displays a histogram of the standard deviation of prices in
each of the 25 DMAs. The corresponding variance decomposition between the store
and store-good components is shown in Figure A1(panel B), and the fraction of
the variance of each component that is due to transitory versus persistent factors is
shown in Figure A1(panel C) and A1(panel D), respectively. The analogous s tatistics
are displayed for the 25 counties in the bottom row of Figure A1. Figure A1 shows
very clearly that our findings are not unique to any one particular region but instead
are a general feature of price dynamics and d istributions. For all geographic areas,
virtually all of the variance of prices is due to the store-good component rather than
the store component, and a substantial part of the variance of the store-good component (between one-third and one-half) is very persistent in nature.
16
We thank Boyan Jovanovic for suggesting we measure relative price dispersion for low- and high-durability
products. We also thank George Alessandria for sharing the durability indexes constructed in Alessandria, Kaboski,
and Midrigan (2010). We merge this index with the Nielsen database at the product module level by comparing
descriptions of products. We define low-durability goods as those with a durability index of less than 2 months and
high-durability goods as those with a durability index of more than 140 months.
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Figure A1. Price Dispersion and Variance Decompositions across Geographic Areas
Notes: These histograms present a robustness exercise by looking at how our results for price dispersion and the
variance decompositions vary across geographic regions across the country. The top row considers DMAs across
the United States, and the bottom row considers counties across the United States.

Appendix B: Additional Tables
Table B1—Share of UPCs across Departments
Baseline

Alternative

National

Coca-Cola

Unilever

Alcoholic beverages
Dairy
Deli
Dry grocery
Fresh produce
Frozen foods
General merchandise
Health and beauty
Meat
Non-food

0%
22%
2%
52%
6%
9%
1%
0%
4%
4%

0%
7%
1%
49%
1%
12%
4%
12%
3%
11%

6%
12%
2%
53%
5%
4%
2%
2%
3%
11%

0%
13%
0%
87%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

0%
2%
0%
12%
0%
8%
1%
62%
0%
14%

Total

1,000

1,000

1,463

3,608

10,917

Low durability

High durability

Low price

High price

0%
35%
0%
4%
9%
32%
0%
0%
20%
0%

13%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
82%
4%
0%
0%

0%
25%
1%
58%
4%
7%
1%
0%
1%
3%

0%
11%
3%
49%
6%
11%
1%
1%
10%
8%

12,301

32,989

430

315

Alcoholic beverage
Dairy
Deli
Dry grocery
Fresh produce
Frozen foods
General merchandise
Health and beauty
Meat
Non-food
Total
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Table B2—Share of UPCs across Product Groups: Baseline
Product group
Yogurt
Carbonated beverages
Fresh produce
Bread, baked goods
Pizza, snacks—frozen
Milk
Vegetables—canned
Soft drinks—non-carb
Soup
Candy
Cereal
Fresh meat
Snacks
Cheese
Paper products
Breakfast food
Crackers
Salad, prepared food—deli
Prepared food—dry mix
Pasta
Eggs
Juice, drinks
Cookies
Cottage cheese, sour cream
Butter, margarine
Prepared foods—frozen
Condiments, gravies, sauces
Prepared food
Vegetables—frozen
Packaged meats—deli
Gum
Seafood—canned
Tobacco
Dough products

Percent
10.7
9.3
6
5.4
4.4
3.6
3.4
3.3
3.3
3.2
3
3
3
2.9
2.8
2.3
2.1
1.8
1.8
1.7
1.6
1.6
1.3
1.3
1.2
1.2
1.1
1.1
1.1
1
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5

Product group
Fruit—dried
Juices, drinks—frozen
Salad dressings, mayo
Sugar, sweeteners
Books and magazines
Desserts, gelatins, syrup
Ice cream, novelties
Oral hygiene
Baking supplies
Breakfast foods—frozen
Fresheners, deodorizers
Ice
Jams, jellies, spreads
Baby food
Baking mixes
Desserts, fruits—frozen
Fruit—canned
Household cleaners
Kitchen gadgets
Packaged milk, modifiers
Wrapping materials, bags
Automotive
Coffee
Disposable diapers
Flour
Hardware, tools
Household supplies
Lightbulbs, electric
Pickles, olives, relish
Shortening, oil
Snacks, spreads, dips—dairy
Spices, seasoning, extracts
Meat/seafood—frozen

Percent
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
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Table B3—Parameter Estimates
Store component
Models
Baseline
State
County
N1   = 50
N1  = 500
N2  = 25
N2  = 100
Weighted
Alternative
National
Low price
High price
Low durability
High durability
Unilever
Coca-Cola

ρ  

θy, 1

var( α  y  )

var( η  y  )

v ar( ε  y  )

0.983
0.983
0.991
0.987
0.990
0.983
0.984
0.986
0.989
0.869
0.981
0.981
0.962
0.985
0.984
0.996

0
0.0388
0.218
0.0867
0
0
0.00601
0.154
0.0392
0
0.131
0.0665
0
0.408
0.0747
0.0427

0.00279
0.00266
0.00167
0.00500
0.00228
0.00269
0.00316
0.00104
0.00255
0.00515
0.00556
0.00328
0.00351
0.000928
0.00291
0.000230

2.46E-05
2.25E-05
3.04E-05
1.47E-05
1.32E-05
2.39E-05
2.40E-05
8.43E-06
8.57E-06
2.49E-05
2.16E-05
8.60E-06
2.45E-05
2.73E-05
1.28E-05
4.10E-05

0.000117
0.000131
0.000215
0.000289
0.000111
0.000112
0.000132
0.000347
4.07E-05
0.000119
0.000577
0.000645
0.000161
0.000614
0.00124
0.000892

ρ z

θz, 1

var( α  z  )

var( η  z  )

var( ε  z  )

0.965
0.965
0.964
0.970
0.965
0.965
0.964
0.967
0.970
0.980
0.965
0.967
0.967
0.967
0.968
0.972
0.967
0.954
0.974
0.952

0.0256
0.0421
0.0348
0.0393
0.0163
0.0268
0.0323
0.0300
1
0.115
0.0256
0.0463
0.242
0.0739
0.0588
0
0.0569
0.0716
0.152
0.00432

0.00327
0.00359
0.00268
0.00475
0.00315
0.00324
0.00319
0.00321
0.00315
0.00315
0.00327
0.00481
0.00301
0.00477
0.00542
0.00260
0.00267
0.00143
0.00296
0.00205

0.000262
0.000273
0.000245
0.000265
0.000253
0.000258
0.000267
0.000247
0.000213
0.000204
0.000262
0.000286
0.000216
0.000270
0.000350
0.000134
0.000217
0.000294
0.000188
0.000280

0.0127
0.0131
0.0129
0.0158
0.0128
0.0124
0.0130
0.0127
0.00633
0.00645
0.0127
0.0153
0.00629
0.0140
0.0148
0.0169
0.0106
0.00591
0.0101
0.0112

ρ  z

var( α  z  )

var( η  z  )

Sale probability

Discount

0.966

0.00326

0.000252

0.0465

y

Store-good component
Models
Baseline
State
County
N1  = 50
N1  = 500
N2  = 25
N2  = 100
Identity weights
MA(5)
MA(10)
Skewed MA(1)
Weighted
Alternative
National
Low price
High price
Low durability
High durability
Unilever
Coca-Cola

Sales

−0.520

Notes: The baseline model is estimated on a baseline sample of UPCs using data for the
Minneapolis-St. Paul designated market area. The following rows present results for a lternative
specifications discussed in the text: defining the market as the state or county, alternative
cutoffs for constructing the samples, quantity weighting in constructing the store components,
the alternative selections of goods “Alternative” and “Nationwide,” the low- and high-price
samples, the low- and high-durability samples, and the Unilever and Coca-Cola samples. The
top table considers the store component, and the bottom table considers the store-good component. For the latter, we further investigate an alternative GMM weighting matrix (identity
weighting), as well as alternative specifications for the transitory variation: MA(5), MA(10),
MA(1) with s kewness in disturbances, and an explicit model of sales.
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Table B4—Share of UPCs across Product Groups: Alternative
Product group
Candy
Prepared foods—frozen
Snacks
Juice, drinks
Paper products
Packaged meats—deli
Bread, baked goods
Condiments, gravies, sauces
Soup
Ice cream, novelties
Pet food
Deodorant
Cheese
Carbonated beverages
Pizza/snacks—frozen
Baby food
Cookies
Vegetables—frozen
Medications/health
Breakfast food
Cereal
Desserts, gelatins, syrup
Detergents
Prepared food—dry mixes
Salad dressings, mayo
Vegetables—canned
Crackers
Fruit–dried
Sanitary protection
Salads/prepared foods—deli
Yogurt
Milk
Oral hygiene
Prepared food
Coffee
Fresh produce
Laundry supplies
Baking supplies
Disposable diapers
Baking mixes
First aid
Shaving needs
Skin care preparations
Stationery, school supplies
Gum
Nuts
Soap, bath
Soft drinks—non-carb

Percent
5.31
3.5
3.2
2.8
2.8
2.6
2.3
2.3
2.3
2.2
2.2
2.1
2
1.9
1.9
1.8
1.8
1.8
1.7
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.4
1.4
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.2
1.2
1.1
1
1
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8

Product group
Baked goods—frozen
Cough, cold remedies
Fresheners, deodorizers
Fruit—canned
Hardware, tools
Household cleaners
Household supplies
Lightbulbs, electric
Tea
Fresh meat
Hair care
Tobacco
Wrapping materials, bags
Cottage cheese, sour cream
Dough products
Glassware, tableware
Jams, jellies, spreads
Vitamins
Desserts, fruits—frozen
Juices, drinks—frozen
Snacks, spreads, dips—dairy
Spices, seasoning
Meat/seafood—frozen
Breakfast foods—frozen
Butter, margarine
Grooming
Pasta
Pickles, olives, relish
Pudding, desserts—dairy
Seafood—canned
Vegetables, grains—dried
Batteries, flashlights
Books, magazines
Cookware
Packaged milk, modifiers
Pet care
Automotive
Electronics, records, tapes
Feminine hygiene
Flour
Cards/party needs
Kitchen gadgets
Seasonal
Shoe care
Shortening, oil
Sugar, sweeteners
Table syrups, molasses
Wine

Percent
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
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Table B5—Share of UPCs across Product Groups: National
Product group
Carbonated beverages
Fresh produce
Juice, drinks
Candy
Paper products
Beer
Snacks
Soft drinks—non-carb
Bread, baked goods
Yogurt
Cereal
Tobacco
Packaged meats—deli
Pet food
Milk
Salads/prepared foods—deli
Soup
Cheese
Vegetables—canned
Condiments, gravies, sauces
Detergents
Prepared foods—frozen
Baby food
Butter, margarine
Crackers
Gum
Liquor
Prepared food
Eggs
Medications, health
Packaged milk, modifiers
Pizza/snacks—frozen
Prepared food—dry mixes
Cottage cheese, sour cream
Seafood—canned
Breakfast food
Coffee
Cookies
Books, magazines
Disposable diapers
Tea

Percent
7.59
5.06
4.65
4.58
4.38
4.24
3.76
3.69
3.63
3.63
3.49
3.49
2.6
2.6
2.53
2.26
2.26
2.05
1.92
1.71
1.57
1.37
1.3
1.23
1.09
1.09
1.09
1.09
1.03
0.96
0.96
0.96
0.89
0.82
0.82
0.62
0.62
0.62
0.55
0.55
0.55

Product group
Vegetables—frozen
Wine
Ice cream, novelties
Pasta
Salad dressings, mayo
Sugar, sweeteners
Cough, cold remedies
Fruit—canned
Meat/seafood—frozen
Batteries, flashlights
Fresh meat
Jams, jellies, spreads
Shaving needs
Wrapping materials, bags
Baking supplies
Desserts, gelatins, syrup
Housewares, appliances
Ice
Laundry supplies
Shortening, oil
Baking mixes
Breakfast foods—frozen
Dough products
Electronics, records, tapes
Household supplies
Pickles, olives, relish
Charcoal, logs, accessories
Desserts/fruits—frozen
Nuts
Oral hygiene
Spices, seasoning
Diet aids
Flour
Fresheners, deodorizers
Fruit—dried
Household cleaners
Photographic supplies
Snacks, spreads, dips—dairy
Stationery, school supplies
Vitamins

Percent
0.55
0.55
0.48
0.48
0.48
0.48
0.41
0.41
0.41
0.34
0.34
0.34
0.34
0.34
0.27
0.27
0.27
0.27
0.27
0.27
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.14
0.14
0.14
0.14
0.14
0.07
0.07
0.07
0.07
0.07
0.07
0.07
0.07
0.07
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Table B6—Share of UPCs across Product Groups: Low Price
Product group

Percent

Product group

Yogurt
Carbonated beverages
Vegetables—canned
Soup
Soft drinks—non-carb
Candy
Bread, baked goods
Fresh produce
Pasta
Prepared food—dry mixes
Pizza/snacks—frozen
Vegetables—frozen
Gum
Paper products
Prepared food
Eggs
Seafood—canned
Juice, drinks
Cheese
Condiments, gravies, sauces
Juices, drinks—frozen
Prepared foods—frozen
Salads/prepared foods—deli

21.63
10.23
7.67
6.51
6.05
5.58
4.42
4.19
3.72
3.02
2.33
2.09
1.86
1.86
1.86
1.63
1.63
1.16
0.93
0.93
0.93
0.93
0.7

Fresheners, deodorizers
Ice
Packaged meats—deli
Baking mixes
Cottage cheese, sour cream
Desserts/fruits—frozen
Fruit—canned
Kitchen gadgets
Oral hygiene
Sugar, sweeteners
Baking supplies
Butter, margarine
Cookies
Crackers
Desserts, gelatins, syrup
Hardware, tools
Lightbulbs, electric
Milk
Packaged milk, modifiers
Pickles, olives, relish
Snacks
Spices, seasoning

Percent
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.47
0.47
0.47
0.47
0.47
0.47
0.47
0.23
0.23
0.23
0.23
0.23
0.23
0.23
0.23
0.23
0.23
0.23
0.23

Table B7—Share of UPCs across Product Groups: High Price
Product group

Percent

Product group

Carbonated beverages
Pizza/snacks—frozen
Fresh meat
Cereal
Snacks
Fresh produce
Paper products
Bread, baked goods
Milk
Breakfast food
Crackers
Cookies
Salads/prepared foods—deli
Juice, drinks
Soft drinks—non-carb
Tobacco
Butter, margarine
Candy
Cottage cheese, sour cream
Packaged meats—deli

13.65
8.89
8.57
6.35
6.35
6.03
5.08
4.44
4.44
3.17
3.17
2.54
2.54
2.54
2.22
1.9
1.59
1.59
1.59
1.59

Cheese
Eggs
Books, magazines
Ice cream, novelties
Salad dressings, mayo
Baby food
Condiments, gravies, sauces
Oral hygiene
Prepared foods—frozen
Yogurt
Breakfast foods—frozen
Coffee
Disposable diapers
Household cleaners
Household supplies
Snacks, spreads, dips—dairy
Sugar, sweeteners
Meat/seafood—frozen
Vegetables—frozen
Wrapping materials, bags

Percent
1.27
1.27
0.95
0.95
0.95
0.63
0.63
0.63
0.63
0.63
0.32
0.32
0.32
0.32
0.32
0.32
0.32
0.32
0.32
0.32

Table B8—Share of UPCs across Product Groups: Coca-Cola
Product group

Percent

Product group

Carbonated beverages
Juice, drinks
Yogurt
Soft drinks—non-carb
Coffee

56.26
18.4
12.89
12.2
0.06

Juices, drinks—frozen
Vitamins
Butter, margarine
Cheese
Glassware, tableware

Percent
0.06
0.06
0.03
0.03
0.03
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Table B9—Share of UPCs across Product Groups: Unilever
Product group
Hair care
Soap and bath
Deodorant
Skin care
Ice cream, novelties
Tea
Men’s toiletries
Soup
Fragrances—women
Grooming
Yogurt
Salad dressings, mayo
Prepared food—dry mixes
Condiments, gravies, sauces
Butter, margarine
First aid
Shaving needs
Paper products
Housewares, appliances
Desserts/fruits—frozen
Medications/health
Spices, seasoning
Cosmetics

Percent
31.83
13.55
11.87
9.51
7.82
5.25
2.78
2.39
2.1
1.95
1.39
1.36
1.22
1.03
0.98
0.95
0.67
0.62
0.58
0.45
0.35
0.32
0.23

Product group
Sanitary protection
Shortening, oil
Snacks
Soft drinks—non-carb
Juice, drinks
Salads/prep foods—deli
Desserts, gelatins, syrup
Ethnic
Prepared food
Baking supplies
Vegetables—canned
Baby needs
Baking mixes
Candy
Automotive
Fresheners, deodorizers
Household cleaners
Household supplies
Juices, drinks—frozen
Packaged milk, modifiers
Sewing notions
Snacks, spreads, dips—dairy
Vegetables and grains—dried

Percent
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.07
0.06
0.06
0.04
0.04
0.03
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01

Table B10—Share of UPCs across Product Groups: Low Durability
Product group
Ice cream, novelties
Packaged meats—deli
Yogurt
Fresh produce
Milk
Cheese
Baby food
Cottage cheese, sour cream
Eggs
Baking supplies
Desserts/fruits—frozen
Snacks, spreads, dips—dairy

Percent
31.52
20.29
18.56
9.28
8.59
4.11
3.16
2.15
1.78
0.28
0.09
0.02

Product group
Soft drinks—non-carb
Condiments, gravies, sauces
Disposable diapers
Paper products
Pet food
Prepared food
Vitamins
Carbonated beverages
Cereal
Grooming aids
Household supplies
Jams, jellies, spreads

Percent
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01

Table B11—Share of UPCs across Product Groups: High Durability
Product group
Kitchen gadgets
Lightbulbs, electric
Housewares, appliances
Liquor
Stationery, school supplies
Photographic supplies
Baby needs
Charcoal, logs, accessories
Wine

Percent
35.83
18.04
13.32
13.01
10.08
4.73
4.4
0.4
0.12

Product group
Beer
Batteries, flashlights
Juice, drinks
Soft drinks—non-carb
Cookware
Dough products
Cards/party needs
Tobacco

Percent
0.03
0.01
0.01
0.01
0
0
0
0
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Appendix C: Proofs for Section II
A. Proof of Lemma 1
PROOF OF PART (i):
핉  2+   with p1  , p2   > 
First, consider a seller posting prices 
( p1  , p2   ) ∈ 
ub . The seller’s profit is zero, as there are no buyers willing to purchase a good
at a price strictly greater than u
 b . If, instead, the seller posts the prices (ub, ub   )  ,
it sells both goods to all captive buyers of type band it attains a profit of at least
. Therefore, a seller never finds it optimal to post prices
α μb   2 ub   / s > 0
핉  2+   such that p1 , p2   > ub  .
( p1  , p2   ) ∈ 
핉  2+   with p1  > ub  ,
Next, consider a seller posting prices (
 p1 , p2   ) ∈ 
p2   ∈ ( uc   , ub   ]. The seller attains a profit of
μb 
ˆ
(C1) 
S( p1, p2  ) = _
s [α + 2 (1 − α) (1 − G   (u b  + p2   ) + νˆ   ( ub   + p2   ) / 2)] p2  .
The above expression is easy to understand. There are α
  μb  / scaptive buyers of
type bwho have access to the seller. Each one of these buyers purchases good 2
b
from the seller. There are also 
2 (1 − α) μb   / snon-captive buyers of type 
who have access to the seller. Each one of these buyers purchases good 
2
ˆ
from the seller with probability 1− G( ub + p2 ) + νˆ   (ub  + p2 )  / 2 , where
ˆ ( ub  + p2 )denotes the fraction of sellers that charge prices ( p̃ 1 , p̃ 2 )such that
G
min   { p̃ 1 , ub  } + min  { p̃ 2 , ub  } ≤ ub  + p2  , and νˆ   (ub  + p2 )is the measure of sellers
that charge prices ( p̃ 1 , p̃ 2 )such that min  { p̃ 1 , ub  } + min  { p̃ 2 , ub  } = ub  + p2 . None
of the buyers of type bpurchases good 1 from the seller. Moreover, the seller
does not trade any of the goods with buyers of type c  . If, instead, the seller posts
the prices ( ub   , p2   ) , it sells both goods to its customers of type b and it attains a
profit of
μb 
_
ˆ
(C2) S( ub  , p2  )   = 
s [α + 2(1 − α) ( 1 − G ( ub + p2 ) + νˆ (ub  + p2 ) /2)](ub + p2 ) .
, a seller never finds it optimal to post prices
Since S( ub  , p2  ) > S( p1  , p2  ) 
( p1  , p2  ) ∈ 핉  2+  with p1  > ub , p2   ∈ ( uc  , ub  ] . For the same reason, a seller never
finds it optimal to post prices (  p1 , p2  ) ∈ 핉  2+  with p1    ∈ ( uc  , ub  ]  , p2   > ub .
핉  2+   with p1  > ub  ,
Finally, consider a seller posting prices 
( p1  , p2   ) ∈ 
p2   ∈ [0, uc   ] . The seller attains a profit of
(C3)

μb 
ˆ
S( p1  , p2   ) =  ___
s  [α + 2 (1 − α)(1 − G ( ub  + p2  ) + νˆ ( ub   + p2  ) / 2) p2 ]

μc
	+   ___
s  [α + 2 (1 − α) (1 − F2   ( p2  ) + λ2   ( p2   ) / 2)] p2 .
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The expression in (C3) is the same as in (C1) except for the term in the second line.
This term represents the profit that the seller makes from trading good 2 to buyers
of type c . If the seller instead posts the prices (  ub   , p2   ) , it attains a profit of
μ 
ˆ (ub  + p2 ) + νˆ   (u b   + p2   )/2)] ( ub   + p2   )
(C4) 
S(ub  , p2   ) = ___
  sb [ α + 2(1 − α)(1 − G
μc
+  ___
s  [α + 2 (1 − α) (1 − F2   ( p2   ) + λ2   ( p2  ) / 2)] p2  .

Since S( ub  , p2   ) > S ( p1   , p2   ) 
, a seller never finds it optimal to post prices
핉  2+   with p1  > ub  , p2   ∈ [0, uc   ] . For the same reason, a seller never
( p1   , p2   ) ∈ 
핉  2+   with p1   ∈ [0, uc   ], p2  > ub  .
finds it optimal to post prices 
( p1   , p2   ) ∈ 
Taken together, all these observations imply that a seller always posts prices
[0, ub   ]  2  .
( p1   , p2   ) ∈ 
PROOF OF PART (ii):
It follows immediately from part (i).
PROOF OF PART (iii):
Suppose that there exists an equilibrium in which there is a seller that
  such that q = p1  + p2  ∈ (2 uc   , ub   + uc  ] and
posts prices 
( p1   , p2   ) ∈ 핉  2+ 
p1  , p2   ∈ ( uc   , ub   ] . This seller attains a profit of
μb 
(C5)	
S( p1  , p2  ) = _
s [α + 2 (1 − α) (1 − G (q ) + ν (q )/2)]q  .
The above expression is easy to understand. There are α
  μb  / s captive buyers
of type bwho have access to the seller. Each one of these buyers purchases
both goods from the seller, as p
 1  ≤ ub and p2   ≤ ub  . There are 2 (1 − α) μb   / s
non-captive buyers of type b who have access to the seller. Each one of these
buyers purchases both goods from the seller with probability 1 − G(q ) + ν (q ) / 2 .
The seller does not trade with buyers of type c because p1   , p2   > uc  .
If, instead, the seller posts prices (  pˆ 1  , pˆ 2  ) = ( uc   , q − uc   ) , it attains a profit of

μb 
(C6)	
S( pˆ 1 , pˆ 2 ) =  _
s [α + 2 (1 − α)(1 − G(q ) + ν (q ) / 2)]q

μc 
+  _
s [α + 2(1 − α )(1 − F1   ( uc   ) + λ1   ( uc   )/2)]uc .

The prices ( pˆ 1 , pˆ 2 )are such that pˆ 1 + pˆ 2  = q  , pˆ 1  ∈ [ 0, uc  ] and pˆ 2  ∈ ( uc  , ub  ]  .
From these observations, it follows that the seller has the same basket price as
before, and as before, both of its prices are lower than ub  . Therefore, by posting
the prices ( pˆ 1  , pˆ 2  ) , the seller enjoys the same profit from trades with buyers of
type bas it does by posting the prices ( p1  , p2   ) . However, by posting the prices
( pˆ 1  , pˆ 2  ) , the seller enjoys some extra profits from trades with buyers of type c  .
In fact, there are α μc   / scaptive buyers of type c who have access to the seller.
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Each one of these buyers purchases good 1 from the seller as pˆ 1  ≤ uc  . There are
also 2 (1 − α) μc   / snon-captive buyers of type cwho have access to the seller.
Each one of these buyers purchases good 
1from the seller with probability
1 − F1  ( uc   ) + λ1   ( uc   )  / 2 . Overall, S ( uc   , p1   + p2   − uc  ) > S ( p1   , p2   )  .
From the above observation and part (i) of the lemma, it follows that a seller
[ 0, ub  ]  2 such that
with a basket price q ∈ ( 2 uc   , ub   + uc  ]posts prices ( p1   , p2   ) ∈ 
2
2   . ∎
( p1   , p2   ) ∉ ( uc   , ub   ]   . This implies that the seller posts prices ( p1   , p2   ) ∈ 
B. Proof of Lemma 2
PROOF OF PART (i):
On the way to a contradiction, suppose there is an equilibrium in which the basket-price distribution G
 has a mass point at q
 0. First, let q0  = 0 . A seller with a
basket price of q 0 must be posting prices (  p1  , p2   ) = (0, 0)and attaining a profit of 0  .
, it attains a profit
If the seller deviates and posts prices 
( pˆ 1  , pˆ 2  ) = ( ub   , ub   ) 
non-smaller than α μb   2 ub   . Since α μb   2 ub   > 0 , the seller does not maximize its
profit by having a basket price of q0  .
Next, let q
 0  ∈ (0, 2 ub   ] . A seller with a basket price of q0 must be posting prices
[0, ub   ]  2and attaining a profit of
( p1  , p2   ) ∈ 
(C7) 
S( p1, p2   ) = μb [α + 2(1 − α)(1 − G(q0  ) + ν (q0  )/2)]q0
2

+   ∑    μc [α + 2 (1 − α)(1 − Fi  ( pi  )  + λi  ( pi  )/2)]1[ pi  ≤ uc  ] pi,
i=1

where 1[ pi  ≤ uc ]is an indicator function that takes the value 1 if
pi  ∈ ( uc   , ub   ] 
. If the seller deviates and posts prices
pi  ∈ [ 0, uc]and 0 if 
ˆ 
ˆ 
ˆ 
( p1  , p2  ) with 0 ≤ p1  = p1  − ϵ1  , 0 ≤ pˆ 2  = p2   − ϵ2  , where ϵ1   ≥ 0  , ϵ2  ≥ 0,
and ϵ = ϵ1  + ϵ2   > 0arbitrarily small, it attains a profit of
(C8)	
S( pˆ 1 , pˆ 2 ) = μb [α + 2 (1 − α)(1 − G ( q0   − ϵ))]( q0  − ϵ)
2

+   ∑    μc [α + 2 (1 − α) (1 − Fi  ( pi  − ϵi  ) + λi  ( pi  − ϵi  ) / 2)]
i=1

× 1 [ pi  ≤ uc ] ( pi − ϵi ).
Clearly, S ( pˆ 1 , pˆ 2 ) > S( p1  , p2  )because ( 1 − G ( q0  − ϵ )) − (1 − G ( q0  ) + ν ( q0  ) / 2)
is greater than ν ( q0   )  / 2 > 0 and ϵ , ϵ1 , and ϵ2 are all arbitrarily small. Therefore,
the seller does not maximize its profit by having a basket price of q0  .
PROOF OF PART (ii):
On the way to a contradiction, suppose there is an equilibrium in which the
good-1 price distribution F1 has a mass point at p̃   ∈ (0, uc   ] . If a seller posts
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the price p1  = p̃ for good 1, it must be posting a price p
 2  ∈ [ 0, ub  ]for good 2 .
The seller attains a profit of
(C9) 
S( p1 , p2  ) = μb [α + 2 (1 − α )(1 − G ( p1   + p2  ))]( p1  + p2 )
2

+   ∑    μc [α + 2  (1 − α)(1 − Fi  ( pi  ) + λi  ( pi  )/ 2)]  1[ pi  ≤ uc ] pi .
i=1

If the seller deviates and posts prices ( pˆ 1 , pˆ 2 ) with pˆ 1  = p̃   − ϵ  , pˆ 2  = p2, and
ϵ > 0arbitrarily small, it attains a profit of
(C10) S( pˆ 1, pˆ 2  ) = μb [α + 2 (1 − α )(1 − G ( p1   + p2   − ϵ))]( p1   + p2  − ϵ)
+  μc[α + 2(1 − α)(1 − F1   ( p1   − ϵ))]( p1   − ϵ)
+  μc [α + 2 (1 − α)(1 − F2   ( p2  ) + λ2   ( p2  ) / 2)]  1[ p2  ≤ uc  ] pi .
(1 − F1   ( p1   − ϵ )) − (1 − F1   ( p1  ) +
Clearly, S
( pˆ 1  , pˆ 2  ) > S( p1   , p2   )because 
λ1   ( p1   )/ 2)is greater than λ1  ( p̃ ) / 2 > 0and ϵis arbitrarily small. Therefore, the
seller does not maximize its profit by posting a price of p ̃ for good 1. ∎
C. Proof of Lemma 3
As a preliminary step, we prove that, in a DE, the good-iprice distribution F
 i
does not have a mass point over the interval [ 0, uc  ]. To this aim, note that Lemma 2
guarantees that Fidoes not have a mass point over ( 0, uc  ] . To rule out a mass point
at 0 , notice that a seller with a basket price q ∈ [ q  ⁎, 2 ub   ]does not set any price to 0
( uc   , ub   ]  2  . Now, conbecause, in light of Lemma 1, it always posts prices (  p1 , p2   ) ∈ 
sider a seller with a basket price q ∈ (2 uc   , ub   + uc   ] . Suppose that the seller posts
prices (  p1   , p2   ) = ( 0, q ) ∈ 2  . In this case, the seller attains a profit of
μb 
	SM, 1  ( q, 0 ) =  _
s [α + 2(1 − α) (1 − G (q ))]q  .

The prices ( pˆ 1  , pˆ 2  ) = ( uc   , q − uc   )are in the region 2 since pˆ 1  ∈ [ 0, uc  ] and
pˆ 2  ∈ ( uc   , ub   ] . Therefore, if the seller posts the prices (  pˆ 1  , pˆ 2  ) , it attains a profit of
μb 
μc 
_
_
SM,
 1(q, uc ) = 
s [α + 2 (1 − α )(1 − G (q ))]q +  s [α + 2 (1 − α)(1 − F1   (uc ))]uc .
 1 (q, 0) , a seller with a basket price q ∈ (2 uc  , ub  + uc ]
Since SM
 , 1 (q, uc  ) > SM,
never posts any price to 0. Taken together these observations imply that, in a DE,
the good-iprice distribution Fidoes not have a mass point over the interval [ 0, uc  ].
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Hence, in a DE, Fiis a continuous function over the interval [ 0, uc  ] with Fi  (0) = 0
and Fi  ( uc  ) > 0  .
We now prove that F1  = F2  for all p ∈ [ 0, uc  ] . On the way to a contradiction, suppose that F
 1  ( p̃   ) − F2  ( p̃   ) = δ > 0for some p̃   ∈ [ 0, uc  ]  . Notice
that p̃   > 0 since F1   (0) = F2   (0) = 0 . Denote as p  ⁎the supremum of p in the
interval [ 0, p̃   ]for which F1  ( p  ⁎  ) = F2   ( p  ⁎  ). Notice that such a p  ⁎ exists because
F1  ( p ) − F2   ( p ) = 0for p= 0  , F1   ( p ) − F2   ( p ) = δfor p= p̃  and
F1  ( p ) − F2   ( p ) > 0over the interval
F1  ( p ) − F2   ( p)is continuous. Clearly, 
( p  ⁎, p̃   ). Moreover, a positive measure of sellers posts a price for good 1 in the
interval ( p  ⁎, p̃   ) since F1  ( p  ⁎  ) < F1   ( p̃   )  .
A seller posting the price p1  ∈ ( p  ⁎, p̃   )for good 1 must be posting a price
p2  ∈ ( uc   , ub   ]for good 2. The seller attains a profit of
μb 
_
(C11)	
S( p1 , p2  ) = 
s [α + 2 (1 − α) (1 − G ( p1   + p2   ))]( p1 + p2 )
μc 
+ _
s [α + 2 (1 − α) (1 − F1   ( p1   ))] p1 .

If the seller deviates and posts the prices ( pˆ 1 , pˆ 2 )   = ( p2  , p1  ) , it attains a profit of
μb 
_
(C12)	
S( pˆ 1, pˆ 2 ) = 
s [α + 2 (1 − α) (1 − G( pˆ 1  + pˆ 2  ))] ( pˆ 1  + pˆ 2)
μc
+ _
s [α + 2 (1 − α) (1 − F2   ( pˆ 2  ))]pˆ 2 .
Clearly, S( pˆ 1, pˆ 2 ) > S ( p1 , p2  ) because pˆ 1 + pˆ 2  = p1 + p2 , pˆ 2  = p1, and
1 − F2   ( pˆ 2  ) > 1 − F1   ( p1   ). Therefore, a seller does not find it optimal to post any
 1  ( p  ⁎  ) < F1   ( p̃   )  . ∎
price p1   ∈ ( p  ⁎, p̃   )for good 1, which contradicts F
D. Proof of Lemma 4
We first prove that the basket-price distribution G
 has full support over the
interval [ qℓ  , ub   + uc  ] . On the way to a contradiction, suppose Ghas a gap on its
support between q1  and q2   , with qℓ   < q1  < q2  ≤ ub  + uc  . Since G( q ) = G( q1   )
for all q ∈ [ q1   , q2   ] , the function Sb  ( q )is strictly increasing in qover the interval
[ q1   , q2   ] . That is, the seller’s profit from trades with buyers of type b is strictly
increasing in q for all q ∈ [ q1   , q2   ]  .
Consider a seller with a basket price of q1 . This seller may post any price p
for the cheaper good between q1  − ub  and uc  . In fact, for p < q1   − ub  , the price
of the more expensive good would be greater than u
 b , which is never optimal.
 2 region, which is
For p > 
uc  , the seller would be posting a price outside of the 
also never optimal. Hence, the profit of this seller is
(C13)	SM  ( q1   ) = Sb   ( q1   ) +  

max

 Sc  ( p )  .

p∈[ q1 −ub, uc  ]
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Consider a seller that sets a basket price qˆ   ∈ ( q1 , q2   ). This seller may post any
price pfor the cheaper good between qˆ   − ub  and uc. Hence, the maximum profit
of this seller is
(C14)	SM  (qˆ ) = Sb   (qˆ   ) +   max  Sc  ( p )  .
p∈[ qˆ −ub , uc   ]

Note
that

SM  ( q1   ) = S  ⁎  ≥ SM  (qˆ )
and
Sb   ( q1   ) < Sb   (qˆ ). Therefore,
 p∈[ qˆ −ub , uc  ] Sc   ( p). In
maxp∈[ q1 −ub, uc  ] Sc   ( p)must be strictly greater than max
turn, this implies that max
 p∈[ q1 −ub, qˆ −ub ] Sc  ( p)must be strictly greater than
maxp∈[ qˆ −ub , uc  ] Sc  ( p). Since qˆ was chosen arbitrarily in the interval ( q1, q2   )  ,
Sc   ( q1   − ub  ) > Sc   ( p)for all p ∈ ( q1   − ub  , uc   ].
Now, notice that a seller with a basket price of 
q ≤ q1 does not find it
optimal to choose a price p ∈ ( q1   − ub   , q2   − ub  )for the cheaper good, as
S c  ( q1   − ub   ) > Sc   ( p)for all 
p ∈ ( q1  − ub  , q2   − ub  )
. A seller with a basket
price of q ≥ q2 does not find it optimal to post a price p ∈ ( q1   − ub   , q2   − ub   )
for the cheaper good, as this would imply its prices are not in 
 2. Finally, there
are no sellers with a basket price of q ∈ ( q1  , q2   ) , as G( q1   ) = G( q2   )  . These
observations imply that the distribution F

 ( p)has a gap between q
1  − ub and
 c  ( p)is strictly increasing in p 
q2   − ub  . In turn, this implies that the function S
, which contradicts S
c  ( q0   − ub   ) > Sc   ( p)for all
for all p ∈ [ q1   − ub   , q2   − ub  ] 
p ∈ ( q1  − ub  , uc   ].
Second, we show that the good-iprice distribution Fhas full support over the
 has a gap in its
interval [ pℓ   , uc   ] . On the way to a contradiction, suppose that F
support between p1 and p2   , with pℓ   < p1   < p2  ≤ uc   . Since F( p) = F( p0   )
, the function 
Sc  ( p)is strictly increasing in 
pfor all
for all 
p ∈ [ p1 , p2   ] 
p ∈ [ p1, p2   ] . By continuity of Sc  ( p) , there must be an interval ( p0  , p1   )such that
Sc   ( p) < Sc   ( p2  )for all p ∈ ( p0   , p1   ). Since (  p0  , p1   )intersects with the support of
F , there is a positive measure of sellers that post prices in (  p0   , p1   ). A seller with a
basket prices of q ≤ ub  + p1does not find it optimal to post a price p ∈ ( p0   , p1   )
for the cheaper good, as S
 c  ( p2  ) > Sc   ( p)for all p ∈ ( p0  , p1   ). A seller with a
basket price of q > ub   + p1 does not find it optimal to post a price p ∈ ( p0  , p1   )
for the cheaper good, as this would imply that its prices are outside the 2 region.
Therefore, there are no sellers posting a price pin the interval ( p1, p2   ). We have thus
reached a contradiction.
Finally, we show that S
 c  ( p)is constant for all p ∈ [ pℓ  , uc   ]  . First, suppose that
Sc  ( p)is strictly increasing over some interval (  p1, p2   ) ⊂ [ pℓ   , uc   ]. If that is the case,
a seller with a basket price of q ≤ ub  + p2does not find it optimal to post a price
p ∈ ( p1, p2   )for the cheaper good, as it can post the price p2instead and attain a
higher profit. Similarly, a seller with a basket price of q > ub  + p2  cannot post a
price p ∈ ( p1  , p2   ) , as this would imply that its prices are outside of the 2 region.
Hence, the distribution F
 has a gap between p1 and p2. However, we have established
that the distribution F
 has full support over the interval [ pℓ   , uc   ]  . Therefore, Sc   ( p)
must be weakly decreasing for all p ∈ [ pℓ   , uc   ].
Now, suppose that Sc  ( p)is strictly decreasing over the interval [ pℓ   , uc   ]. In this
case, a seller with a basket price q ∈ [q, ub   + uc   ]chooses the lowest possible
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price pfor the cheaper good, i.e., ub  + p . Hence, F( p) = G( ub   + p ) / 2 for all
. Moreover, F
( p)is such that 
Sb  (ub  + p) + Sc  ( p) = S  ⁎ for all
p ∈ [ pℓ   , uc   ]
p ∈ [ pℓ   , uc   ]. After solving this equal-profit condition with respect to F( p)  , we
find that S
 c  ( p)is strictly increasing in p over the interval [ pℓ  , uc   ] , which contradicts the assumption that Sc  ( p)is strictly decreasing. The same argument can be
applied to rule out the case in which Sc  ( p)is strictly decreasing over some interval
( p1, p2   ) ⊂ [ pℓ   , uc   ]. Therefore, Sc  ( p)must be weakly increasing for all
p ∈ [ pℓ   , uc   ]. Since Sc   ( p)is both weakly decreasing and weakly increasing,
 b  ( q )must be
it must be constant for all p ∈ [ pℓ   , uc   ]. In turn, this implies that S
constant for all q ∈ [ qℓ   , ub   + uc   ]. ∎
E. Proof of Theorem 2
We want to prove that every symmetric equilibrium features relative price
d ispersion whenever the conditions (29) and (32) hold. To this aim, let us first
suppose that there exists a symmetric equilibrium without relative price dispersion
in which every seller has a basket price q in the top region (u b   + uc   , 2 ub   ]. Since
the equilibrium has no relative price dispersion, every seller has the same ratio
ρ between the price of good 1 and the price of good 2. Since the equilibrium is
symmetric, 
ρ = 1
. Hence, every seller with a basket price of 
qposts prices
( p1, p2   ) = (q / 2, q / 2). Following the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 2,
it is easy to show that the basket-price distribution G
 must be atomless and the
support of G
 must be an interval [ qℓ   , 2 ub   ], with qℓ  ∈ (ub   + uc  , 2 ub   ). Hence, the
profit for a seller posting any equilibrium prices is
μb 
(C15)	S  ⁎  =  _
s   α2 ub  .
If a seller deviates from the equilibrium and posts the prices ( ub   , uc   ), it attains a
profit of
μb 
μc 
_
_
(C16)	
S(ub  , uc  ) = 
s   (2 − α)(ub  + uc  ) +  s   (2 − α) uc  .
The existence of equilibrium requires S  ⁎  ≥ S( ub  , uc  )or, equivalently,
α2 ub   − (2 − α)( ub   + uc  )
μc
____________________
  
(C17)	 _
  .
μb    ≤    
(2 − α)uc 

Since (C17) contradicts condition (32), there cannot exist a symmetric equilibrium without relative price dispersion such that every seller has a basket price
q ∈ ( ub   + uc   , 2 ub   ]. In fact, it is easy to show that there cannot be any equilibrium
such that every seller has a basket price q ∈ (ub   + uc  , 2 ub   ].
Next, suppose that there exists a symmetric equilibrium without relative price
dispersion in which every seller has a basket price qin the bottom region [ 0, 2uc]  .
Since the equilibrium features no relative price dispersion and is symmetric, every
seller with a basket price of qmust post prices ( p1  , p2   ) = (q / 2, q / 2)  . Given
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this observation, it is easy to prove that the basket-price distribution Gmust be
atomless and the support of Gmust be some interval [ qℓ   , 2 uc   ]. Hence, the profit for
a seller posting any equilibrium prices is
μb   + μc 
(C18)	S  ⁎  =  _
s   α2 uc   .
If a seller deviates from equilibrium and posts the prices (  ub  , uc   ) , it attains a profit of
μb 
μc 
_
(C19)	
S( ub   , uc   ) =  _
s   α( ub   + uc  ) +   s   α uc   .

The existence of equilibrium requires S  ⁎  ≥ S( ub   , uc   )or, equivalently,
μc 
ub   − uc
_
(C20)	_
μb    ≤  u c    .

Since (C20) is violated when (29) holds, there cannot exist a symmetric
equilibrium without relative price dispersion such that every seller has a basket
price q ∈ [ 0, 2 uc  ]  .
Third, suppose that there exists a symmetric equilibrium without relative price
dispersion in which a positive measure of sellers have a basket price q ∈ [ 0, 2uc]  ,
a positive measure of sellers have a basket price q ∈ ( ub  + uc  , 2 ub   ] , and no sellers
have a basket price q ∈ (2 uc   , ub   + uc   ] . Since the equilibrium features no relative
price dispersion and is symmetric, every seller with a basket price of q must post
  is
prices ( p1   , p2   ) = (q / 2, q / 2) . Given this observation, we can show that G
atomless and its support is the union of the intervals [ qℓ   , 2 uc   ]and [ q  ⁎  , 2 ub   ]  . Hence,
the profit for a seller posting any equilibrium prices is
μb 
(C21)	S  ⁎ =  ___
s α2 ub  

μb   + μc 
=  _______
 [α + 2(1 − α) (1 − G ( q  ⁎))]2 uc   .
s 

If a seller deviates from the equilibrium and posts the prices ( ub   , uc   ), it attains a
profit of
μb 
∗
(C22)	
S(ub, uc ) =  ___
s [α + 2(1 − α) (1 − G(q  ))](ub  + uc)
μc 
∗
+  ___
s [α + 2 (1 − α) (1 − G(q  ))]uc  .

. A little bit of algebra
The existence of equilibrium requires S ⁎  ≥ S( ub   , uc   )
reveals that this condition is never satisfied. Hence, there cannot exist a symmetric
equilibrium without relative price dispersion in which a positive measure of sellers
have a basket price q ∈ [ 0, 2 uc   ], a positive measure of sellers have a basket price
q ∈ ( ub  + uc  , 2 ub   ] , and no sellers have a basket price q ∈ (2 uc   , ub   + uc  ]  .
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Finally, notice that, in any symmetric equilibrium in which a positive measure
of sellers have a basket price qin the intermediate region (2 uc   , ub   + uc  ] , there must
be relative price dispersion because of part (iii) of Lemma 1. Hence, there cannot
exist a symmetric equilibrium without relative price dispersion in which a positive
measure of sellers have a basket price q ∈ (2 uc   , ub   + uc  ]. ∎
Appendix D: Discrimination Equilibrium with αb  ≠ αc 
In Section II, we established that a Discrimination Equilibrium exists when
conditions (29) and (32) hold, and we showed that a DE always features relative
price dispersion. The analysis in Section II is carried out under the assumption that
. In this Appendix, we want to show that a DE also
αb   = αc   = α ∈ ( 0, 1)
exists and also features relative price dispersion under the weaker assumption that
αb  , αc   ∈ ( 0, 1). That is, we want to generalize some of the results of Section II
to the case in which buyers of type b and buyers of type c differ not only with
respect to their valuation for the goods and with respect to their ability to purchase
different goods in different locations, but also with respect to their probability of
being captive.
For the sake of brevity, we only derive sufficient conditions for the existence of a
DE. To this aim, we are going to construct a putative DE as in Section II and derive
conditions under which this is indeed an equilibrium. For q ∈ [ q  ⁎, 2 ub   ] , let the
distribution G
 of sellers over basket prices be given by
2 ub   − q
αb 
 _
(D1)	
G( q ) = 1 − _
q   .
2(1 − αb   )
For q ∈ [ qℓ , ub  + uc ], let the distribution Gof sellers over basket prices be given by
αb   + 2(1 − αb   ) (1 − G( q  ⁎  )) _
u   + u   − q
   
    b qc
(D2)	
G( q ) = G( q  ⁎  ) − ______________________
  .
2(1 − αb   )
Let cutoffs q  ⁎ and qℓ be respectively given by
(1 − αc   ) αb 
 μb  αb  2 ub   (ub   + uc  ) + μc   _
 2 u  u  
[
2(1 − αb   ) b c]
⁎
_____________________________________
(D3)	q    =     
    
(1 − αc  ) αb 
 μb  αb  2 ub  − μc  1 −  _
   u  
(
[
2(1 − αb  ) ) c]
and
αb   + 2(1 − αb   ) (1 − G( q  ⁎  ))
   
  
   ( ub   + uc  ).
(D4)	qℓ  =  ______________________
2 − αb 
Assume that every seller with a basket price of 
q ∈ [ q  ⁎, 2 ub  ]posts prices
( p1  , p2  ) = (q / 2, q / 2). Moreover, assume that half of the sellers with a basket price
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of q ∈ [ qℓ  , ub  + uc ]post prices (  p1  , p2  ) = (ϕ  −1(q), q − ϕ  −1(q))and the other half
 ( p)is given by
posts prices (  p1 , p2  ) = (q − ϕ  −1(q), ϕ  −1(q)). The function ϕ
(D5)

α  + 2(1 − αb  ) (1 − G( q  ⁎))
______________________
   
  
   ( ub  + uc )
  b
2(1 − αb  )
______________________________________________________
  .
	 ( p ) = 
ϕ
     
      
α  + 2(1 − αc  ) (1 − G( q  ⁎) / 2) _
αb + 2(1 − αb   ) (1 − G( q  ⁎))
u  − p ______________________
_______________________
    
  c
  
  

 
  c p +     
 
[
]
1 − αc 
2(1 − αb  )

The putative equilibrium is constructed as in Section II. In particular, the first
part of the Gdistribution is constructed so as to keep the seller’s profit constant for
1  such that p1   + p2  ∈ [ q  ⁎, 2 ub   ]. The second part of the G
all prices ( p1, p2   ) ∈ 
distribution is constructed so as to keep the seller’s profit from trades with buyers
2  such that p1   + p2  ∈ [ qℓ , ub   + uc  ]   .
of type bconstant for all prices ( p1, p2   ) ∈ 
The function ϕ( p)is constructed so as to generate an Fdistribution that keeps
the seller’s profit from trades with buyers of type cconstant over the region
2  such that p1  + p2   ∈ [ qℓ   , ub   + uc   ]
. In particular, for all
( p1 , p2   ) ∈ 
p ∈ [ pℓ, uc   ] , the function ϕ( p)generates a distribution Fof prices for good-i
that is given by
G( q  ⁎  )
α   + 2(1 − αc   ) (1 − G( q  ⁎  ) / 2) _
u   − p
(D6)	
F( p)   =  _
   
  c
  
  c p  ,
   −  _______________________
 
(
)
2
2(1 − αc   )
where the cutoff pℓis
αc   + 2(1 − αc   ) (1 − G(q  ⁎  ) / 2)
(D7)	pℓ  = _______________________
   
   uc .
2 − αc 
In order to verify that the putative DE is indeed an equilibrium, we first need to
check that Gis a proper distribution function. To this aim, note that the cutoff q  ⁎
belongs to the interval ( ub   + uc  , 2 ub   )if and only if
αb   ( ub  − uc )
μc 
_
(D8)	_
 .
u 
μ    < 
b

c

The cutoff qℓbelongs to the interval (2 uc  , ub  + uc  )if and only if
αb  2 ub  − (2 − αb  ) ( ub  + uc )
μc 
_
_____________________
   
    ,
(D9)	
G ( q  ⁎  ) > 0 ⇔ 
μb    > 
(2 − α  ) u 
c

and
(2 − αb  ) (ub  − uc )
_______________
  
  
(D10)	
G(q  ⁎) < 
  .
2(1 − αb  ) (ub  + uc )

c
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Under these conditions, the 
Gdistribution is a proper distribution function.
In fact, G
 (qℓ   ) = 0  , G′(q) > 0for all q ∈ [ qℓ   , ub   + uc  ]  , G(ub   + uc  ) = G( q  ⁎  )  ,
 (2 ub   ) = 1  .
G′(q) > 0for all q ∈ [ q  ⁎, 2 ub   ], and G
Second, we need to verify that every seller with a basket price q ∈ [ q  ⁎, 2 ub   ] posts
prices ( p1 , p2   ) ∈ 1 and that every seller with a basket price q ∈ [ qℓ   , ub   + uc  ]
posts prices ( p1, p2   ) ∈ 2  . A seller with a basket price q ∈ [ q  ⁎, 2 ub   ] posts prices
(q / 2, q / 2) ∈ 1  . A seller with a basket price q ∈ [ qℓ   , ub   + uc  ]posts either prices
(ϕ  −1  (q), q − ϕ  −1  (q))or ( q − ϕ  −1  (q), ϕ  −1  (q)). These prices belong to 
 2 if and
only if ϕ 
 −1  (q) < q − uc  and ϕ  −1  (q) ≥ q − ub  for all q ∈ [ qℓ   , ub   + uc  ]. The
condition ϕ  −1  (q) < q − uc  is always satisfied. The condition ϕ  −1  (q) ≥ q − ub
is satisfied if and only if
2 − α  ub  + uc _
2 − αb _
u 
  − 
  c    .
(D11)	
G (q  ⁎) ≤ _c  _
1 − αc  ub
2(1 − αb  ) ub
Finally, we need to check that every seller maximizes its profit. A seller with
1 , and hence, its profit is
a basket price q ∈ [ q  ⁎, 2 ub   ]posts prices ( p1 , p2   ) ∈ 
given by
μb 
(D12)	ST  (q) =  _
s [α + 2(1 − α)(1 − G (q))]q  .
By construction of the basket-price distribution G , the seller’s profit is
μb 
⁎
(D13)	ST  (q) =  _
s  αb   2 ub   ≡ S  .
2 , and
A seller with a basket price q ∈ [ qℓ  , ub  + uc ]posts prices ( p1  , p2  ) ∈ 
hence, its profit is given by
(D14)	SM  (q, p) = Sb   (q ) + Sc   ( p)  ,
where
μb 
	Sb (q) =  _
s [α + 2(1 − α) (1 − G (q))]q,
μc 
	
Sc ( p) = _
s [α + 2(1 − α ) (1 − F ( p))]p  .
By construction of the basket-price distribution G
  , of the good-iprice distribution F

⁎
and of the function ϕ( p) , the seller’s profit SM  (q, p)is equal to S  .
A seller attains the profit S  ⁎by posting any of the equilibrium prices. Can the
seller attain a higher profit by posting off-equilibrium prices? The most profitable
deviation would be to post the prices ( uc   , uc   ) , which would give the seller a profit of
μb 
μc 
⁎
_
_
(D15) 
S( uc  , uc  ) = 
s   (2 − αb  ) 2 uc  +  s [α + 2(1 − α) (1 − G( q    ) / 2)]2 uc  .
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The profit S ( uc  , uc  )is smaller than the equilibrium profit S  ⁎if and only if
αb  ub   − (2 − αb   ) uc  _
μc 
ub 
u   + u 
_
_
_______________
  
    b u  c   .
(D16)	
G (q  ⁎  ) ≤ 
ub   + uc   ⇔ μb    ≤ 
c
u b  + (2 − αc   ) uc 
Notice that condition (D16) implies conditions (D8) and (D10).
Overall, the putative Discrimination Equilibrium is an equilibrium if and
only if conditions (D9), (D11), and (D16) hold. Condition (D16) generalizes condition (29) to the case of α
 b  , αc   ∈ (0, 1)and gives an upper bound
on the measure of buyers of type crelative to the measure of buyers of type b  .
Intuitively, the relative measure of type-cbuyers cannot be too large or else
sellers would have an incentive to deviate from equilibrium and post prices that
are so low that they sell both goods to buyers of type c  . The upper bound is strictly
positive if and only if α
 b ub   > (2 − αb   ) uc   , meaning that condition (D16) also
 b. Condition (D9) generalizes conrequires that ucis small enough relative to u
dition (32) and gives a lower bound on the relative measure of buyers of type c .
Intuitively, the measure of type- cbuyers cannot be too low or else sellers would
have an incentive to d eviate from equilibrium and always post prices that are
attractive only to buyers of type b . The lower bound in (D9) is always smaller
than the upper bound in (D16). From these observations, it follows that, if and
 c/μb   > 0that satisfies
only if α
 b ub   > (2 − αb   ) uc  , there is a population ratio μ
both (D9) and (D16).
Condition (D11) is an upper bound on G( q  ⁎  ) . The condition guarantees that
there exists a pricing schedule ϕ
 ( p)that generates the marginal distributions F

and Gand that is consistent with the seller’s profit maximization. The sufficient
conditions for existence of a DE in Section II did not have an analogue to (D11).
αc  = α , the upper bound on G ( q  ⁎  )implied by
This is because, when αb  = 
(D11) is greater than 1 and, hence, always satisfied. The same is true when
αc   . Therefore, for all αb   , αc   ∈ (0, 1) with αb   < 
αc  , (D11) holds and
αb  < 
there exists a population ratio μ
 c  / μb   > 0that satisfies both (D9) and (D16) if
αb  
, the upper bound on G
 ( q  ⁎  ) implied
αb ub   > (2 − αb   ) uc   . When αc  < 
by (D11) is not always greater than 1 and the condition needs to be checked.
 ( q  ⁎  ) is
However, it is easy to see that if u
 cis small enough, the upper bound on G
αb   , (D11) holds
greater than one . Therefore, for all α
 b  , αc   ∈ (0, 1) with αc   < 
if uc is small enough relative to uband there exists a population ratio μc/μb   > 0
that satisfies both (D9) and (D16) if 
αb ub   > (2 − αb   ) uc   . Overall, for any
αc  
, there are values for the other parameαb   , αc   ∈ (0, 1) with αb   < 
ters such that the sufficient conditions (D11), (D9), and (D16) are satisfied
and a DE exists.
Clearly, the DE that we constructed above features relative price dispersion.
It is important to notice that this property is not an artifact of our particular
selection for the joint price distribution H . In fact, Lemma 1 and Lemma 3 hold
for generic αb   , αc   ∈ (0, 1) . And from Lemma 1 and Lemma 3, it follows that
any DE must feature relative price dispersion.
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